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Weather Forecast
Tonight and Tuesday
Fair; Temperature
Unchanged.

commons presented many of tne features if a well defined encampment
when the house met this afternoon
to bring to a conclusion the current
chapter of the work ior the enfranMounted and
chisement of women.
foot police were to be seen
in great strength.
After the speaker's ruling it was
only a question whether the cabinet
wculd announce its capitulation before
ANGERED AT DELAY IN ACTION or after the vote had been taken on SUGAR TRUST OFFICIAL
lr Edward Grey's amendment. The
TESTIFIED MUST SERVE
BILL,
ON
emission of
called
the
for
amendment
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HE
WILL
BE
TEMPERANCE FORCES WIN.
Des Moines, la., Jan. 27. The temIN
perance advocates in the lower house MAJORITY OF REPUBLICANS
BOTH HOUSES WILL VOTE
of the Iowa legislature won a decisive
FOR HIM.
victory over the liquor forces today,
when the vote was taken on the memorial to congress asking for the
SHORT BALLOT INTRODUCED
enactment of the
bill prohibiting the shipment of liquor into dry territory.
SENATOR PAGE WOULD REVOLU-

SOW

A

IN

FALL

introduced adult suffrage.
At the opening of today s session CLAIMS HE SHOULD GET OFF
TOJAKE
Premier Asquith' asked th9 speaker
to aeain state in definite form that
ASSERTS PERSONS WHO TESTIFY
ANNOUNCE THEY ARE ABOUT TO If
any of the women's demands were
IN CERTAIN INSTANCES ARE
ONA
"GALLANT
BEGIN
bill would he
carried, thefranch
vould
bill
new
a
and
ALLOWED TO GO FREE
SLAUGHT" FOR RIGHTS.
substantially
Th'-- f done,
have- - to br withdrawn.
Mr. Asquith announced that the cabPRISON
MUST GO TO
TO MAKE OFFICIALS UNHAPPY inet would not prolong the disouspion HE
under the circumstarfcei, hut would
"WE WILL HARRASS PUBLIC MEN drop the bill. The government, he A FINE OF CONSIDERABLE PROadded, would at its on' lime and
UNTIL THEY GIVE IN," DEMUST BE
ALSO
PORTIONS
within the lifetime of the present
CLARES A MILITANT.
COURT
SAYS
PAID,
parliament,' proceed with bills dealing
with electoral reform and plural vol
'
London, Jan. 27. A declaration of inffl
Washington, Jan. 27. Charles R.
the
warfare
suffragettes,
by
Heike, former secretary of the Amer
guerilla
HITS COFFEE MONOPOLY
ican Sugar Refining company, has no
including sorties and riots, to begin
at once, was made by Mrs. Emmeline
Washington, Jan. 27. The fWris 'immunity from prosecution for nis
Pankhurst, the militant leader, at a bill to authorize government seizure knowledge of the "sugar weighing
of imported merchandise
controlled frauds" against the government, bemeeting this evening.
Mrs. Pankhurst called for the by a trust or imported under illegal cause he testified before the grand
names and addresses of those who contracts, was approved today by the jury regarding them. The supreme
were "prepared to take part in the senate
judiciary committee. The court so held today. The pourt held
measure is aimed at tne Brazilian
that Heike must serve his eight
gallant onslaught".
and pas passed the months' imprisonment and pay his
monopoly
The suffrage leader declared tnat
there were many women who were tKMise.
$".,000 fine.
Heike was convicted of conspiracy
prepared to endanger their lives in
the cause. Miss Annie Kenny, who
He had
to defraud the government
ROSS DOST GO TO
has been very prominent In the
testified at a grand jury investigation
uevers of the militants, added that
law in
under the Sherman anti-trus-t
the women would "make the lives of
to
American
of
the
affairs
the
Sugar
PRISON FOR
public men impossible" and in reply
Refining company. Later he was pro
to an interruptor, said:
secuted in connection with the weigh
"If you are a shop keeper you had SUPREME COURT FAILS TO INTER- ing frauds at the customs docks in
better look out. It is not for justice
VENE IN THE CASE OF PORTBrooklyn.
that your windows are going to
LAND DEFAULTER
Heike claimed he was immune
be attacked. It is something else. We
against the latter persecution by vir
are going to get this question settled;
Washington, Jan. 27. The supreme tue of an appropriation act of 1903,
'
once for all.
court today'declined to interfere with .which provided that those who furMany shops immediately began to the five year penitentiary
or intersenteiue nished evidence in anti-truboard up their windows.
imposed upon J. Thoiburn Ross, for- state commerce investigations should
Premier Asquith repudiated the sug- mer president of the Title Guaranty be granted immunity only against prolaw and
gestion that the government had beep and Trust company of Portland, Ore secutions under the anti-truedu
tin
state
commerce
and not
of
laws
of
of
interstate
the
convicted
regarding
guilty
gon,
sharp practice
larceny
question of Ionian suffrage. He de- cational funds in his bank during the for prosecutions for conspiracy to declared the- - members of thi oabinet l.anic of 1907.
fraud the government. The governhad honestly endeavored ta carry out
ment also contended that to procure
their pledge to challenge a decision
Would Have Served 790 Yeare.
immunity the testimony given at the
27.
ThorJ.
from the house on woman suffrage.
Jan.
invest igrtion must be of an IncriminPortland, Oregon,
The government, be continued, had burn Ross, former vice president of ating character.
now pledged itself to give to a woman the Title Guaranty and Trust com
The conviction of Heike was the
ol
a
bill
was
introduced
convicted
of a seiies of proceedings
outcome
this
by
private
of
city,
suffrage
pany
member next session the same facil- having converted state educational growing out of the sugar weighing
ities as it had given the controve funds to his iown use. He was sen- frauds, In which the company was resible government measure, allov.-Iitenced to prison for five years and ito quired to pay the government more
twice the than $2,000,000.
members complete freedom to vote in pay a fine of $576,000,
The government
accordance with their Individual pre- amount he was alleged to have con- - claimed that Heike, as secretary and
dilection.
verted.
treasurer, could not have possibly
In default of payment of the fine, been Ignorant of the frauds.
Those suffragettes who had been
admitted into the outer lobby oi the the trial court decided that he be im
Justice Holmes, handing down the
house of commons and those in thi prisoned one day for each. $2 of the decision, said it seemed that the imvicinity of the house took rebuff to fine, which would have made 790 years munity act waa coterminous with the
their hopes with ominous quiet. The The supreme court of Oregon, how constitutional provisions against a
outer lobby was safely' guarded by ever, set aside the fine and default man being compelled to testify against
lines of police so as to prevent any provision of the punishment.
He said, however, that it
himself.
was not necessary to define exactly
possibility of the women breaking in,
and the inner sanctum was crowded WORTHINGTON IS APPOINTED.
the, limits of immunity, because Heike
Jan. 27. President ?:ave t r.timouy which did Tiot "conwith representatives of various sufWashington,
frage societies, but there was no de- Taft today nominated Preston A. cern" (he crime for which he was
monstration when Premier Asquith? Worthington to be receiver of public
nor was it relevant thereto.
announcement became known.
moneys at Burns, Oregon, and witherTO INVESTIGATE INDUSTRY.
Mrs. Emoline Pankhurst and her sis- drew the nomination o' U. A. lev
at
to
be
postmaster
Fergus Falls,
Washington, Jan.
ter militants will hold a meeting to- gon,
Minn.
of .conditions in the garment working
night to settle their cource of action.
effectualof
Industry in New Yoru, wag proposed
The great display
police
in
a resolution today by Representaoutbreaks
any
dempened
projected
ly
OSES tive Burger, the socialist member
on the open Bpace fronting the houses DENIES HIS FiRll
from Wisconsin. The resolution would
of parliament. The crowds of women
authorise" the appointment of a spemany carrying sandwich boards ad- UNFAIR TRADE
cial committee of seven members to
6f
rival
views
the
organizavertising
inquire into the conditions surroundtions for- and against woman suffrage,
FRUIT
UNITED
Parliament
ing the garment making trade and
.HEAD OF THE
were swept back from
the recent strike.
THE
and
OF
streets
TELLS
COMPANY
the
lo
adjoining
Square'
In the preamble of his resolution,
STEAMSHIP TRUST
barriers of sturdy policemen 'effective- Mr.
f
to
the
Berger sets forth that the New
ly closed all the approaches
Andrew
York
27.
clothing industry supplies the
Jan.
Washington,
house of commons.
the
of a large section of the counof
trade
had
of
decision
Preston
Boston, president
After the government
that thf
become known Mrs. Pankhurst stated United Fruit company, operating IS try through interstate trade;
ho low
are
of
the
and
industry
a
steamers in the freight
passen- wages
mnlrt not. accent for
thnt
and a deStates
surroundings
"that
United
trade
the
between
healthy
a
of
ger
moment the suggestion
private
and the West Indies, told the house cent standard of living have become
member's bill She added:
to
are
shipping trust committee today that almost impossible."
"Unless we are told that we
his company was not a party to any
measure
givinf
have a government
THREE CENT FARES.
or agreement
wo pooling arrangement
and
men
to
equal-votin- g
rights
receivSan
and
and
Francisco, Jan. 27. The Unitrates
to
service
as
Suffrage
men or that the
from
ed States circuit court of appeals beministers have resigned, our duty is ed no rebaten or special rates
gan hearing evidence here today in
railroads.
immediately to resume militancy."
Arizona three r.en rate
about
the
the
Mr,
Preston,
questioned
The Britlfih cabinet today dropped
Gilbert ani
Fruit
easps. Judges Morrow
the franchise bill. This deoifiion was organization of the United
3G,000
of
Dietrich
with
testiryiujt.
a
capital
in deference to the speaker's ruling company,
Heven railroads of Arizona neck a
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PREPARE

REPUBLICANS

RE GIVEN TO

BATTLE LIKE

Kenyon-Shepper-

?

If

hopeless.

CITY EDITION

WARREN WILL GET IT.
VVyo.,
Jan. 27. The
Cheyenne,
house and senate of the Wyoming
legislature .held a short session this
afternoon. The senate Is taking a
recess until 4 o'clock when it will
hear the report of the committee of
election upon the two contests referred to it. The indications are that
the two republican members . who
have contested will be seated upon
ALL EFFORTS OF THE OPPOSIWHO the report of the committee. Tomorrow both houses vote for senator, the
TION TO BREAK CAUCUS ACOUT
democratic candidate being John B.
TION ARE FUTILE.

TO

J
rec-ov-
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TO ATTEND

UNVEILING

27. Senators
Jan.
Root, Bacon, Gallinger, Martin, Cum
mins, Reed, Nelson and Stone were
today appointed a committee to at
tend the unveiling and dedication of
the Thomas Jefferson statute at St.
Louis on 'April 20, the one hundred
and tenth anniversary of the signing
of the Louisiana purchase treaty.

Washington,

ALLIES

TO

PREPARE

END PEACE

CONFERENCE

SENTENCE CUT DOWN.
THEIR
REPRESENTATIVES
Jan. 27. President
Washington,
BEGAN PREPARATION
Taft today commuted to 18 months
OF FORMAL NOTE.
the sentence of six years' Imprison
ment of William Adier, a New Or
leans banker convicted of misapplica- THE WAR WILL
IE RESUMED
tion of funds of a national bank. Adier has served about a year.

TO-DA- Y

BUT GUNS

TO ABOLISH HANGING.

CANNOT

BEGIN

TO

ROAR FOR AT LEAST FIFTEEN MORE DAYS.

Washington, Jan. 27. Electrocuting instead of hanging would be the
punishment for first degree murder
in the District of Columbia if a bill NOTICES
MUST
BE
signed by the house today, and already
passed the seriate, is signed by Pres
EVERY
GOVERNMENT
dent Taft.

SERVED

INTERThe resolution for the memorial
TIONIZE ELECTIONS IN THE
MUST
BE INFORMED
ESTED
was adopted by a vote of 70 to 24. The
SUNSHINE STATE.
senate designated tomorrow as "sufA REPUBLICAN GOVERNOR.
OF WHAT IS TO OCCUR.
Nashville, Tenn., Jan, 27. Ben W.
frage day," when it adopted a concurrent resolution to near Mrs, Grace
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 27. The sen- Hooper, the second republican who
London, Jan. 27. The drafting ot
Wilbur S. Trout, president of the Il- atorial situation still remains the has held the governor's ofice In Tenthe note rupturing peace negotiations
s
linois State . Federation of Women
principal topic of conversation in the nessee since reconstruction days, to- waa
bgun thiB morning by the allies. ,
clubs, on the subject.
capital. Every effort is being made day was inaugurated for his second The committee of the
delegates ento break up the republican lineup term.
trusted with this important work conCLOVIS POSTMASTER ARRESTED for Senator Fall at the ballot in tne
sisted of Michael Madejaroff, BulgarNO DECISION TODAY.
Denver, Jan. 27. Postoffice Inspec- caucus Thursday nignt. ao far these'
ian minister in London; Professor
tor W. E. Cochran received a tele- efforts have been unsuccessful, and
Washington, Jan. ".1. Neither the Georgeis Street, Greek minister to
gram notifying him of the arrest to- there is every reason to believe that state rate case nor ;he Intermountain
Austria Hungary; Dr. R. Vesultch,
day at Oklahoma City of William A. when the balloting ends tomorrow rate cases were decided today by the Servian
minister to France, aa4
Davis, postmaster at Clovis, W. M., Senator Fall ynd nave practically we supreme court.
Count
chief of th.a cabiVoynovitch,
who has been missing for some time unanimous vote of the republicans
net of King Nicholas of Montenegro,
in both houses.
Davis is charged with misapprepriat
with Mr. Politis of the Greek deleBoth houses were late in getting COMMISSIONER
ANGRY
ing funds.
as an advisor on questions of
gates
down to business this afternoon owinternational law.
of several of
ing to the
AT PHILIPPINE TALK
The committee expected to comthe
who
members
the weekspent
ON
WANTS; TARIFF
plete the note before nightfall and
end at their homes. The feature of
submit its work to & plenary sitting
the senate session was the Introduc- MR.
DECLARES
THE of the Bulgarian, Greek, Montenegrin
QUEZON
AWAY tion by Senator Page of two importPEOPLE OF TUE ISLANDS
However,
and Servian delegations.
ant amendments to the state conARE TRUE TO U. S.
even if the Balkan allies were anxstitution; one providing for the short
ious to resume hostilities, which it is
i)
ballot in state electrons and the othb
Jan. 27. Mauutil L. currently reported
FAMOUS AUTHORITY SUGGESTS
Washington,
thy are not
er for the short ballot in county elecA RETURN-- TO THE WILSON
Quezon, thePhilippiue commissioner
nnut
15
to do, at least
days
tions.
.
n
mane 4 speech- - tlere elapse
in the hous-e"
Bltt. VaaVIS!ON8.-- guns can asain
befqrejthe
C'riSer"" the' ""provisions "6f ' these
o
the
report ihat"Ajsui-naldto roar. ,'
amendments the only state officers today denying
and other native leaders vera
Washington, Jan. 27. Frank p. to
Even if the draft of the note is
will be the governor
be
elected
(
Bennett of Boston, editor of the
a revolution.
completed tonight, Its revision by the
and the lieutenant governor. The fomenting
American Wool and Cotton Reporter,
Quezon discussed reports, pubSsh-edelegations will take some time and
with tng advice and conof the governor,
of a battle between Ameri the final draft could not be presented
argued for the
today,
sent of the senate, has the power to
Wilson law of 1894 at the outset of
can troops and Aloro natives in vhich to the Turkish delegation and to Sir
all other state officers and several
appoint
j
troopers were kiiled.
today's tariff hearing. This was a also
Edward Grey, as honorary president
the power
for mis"Coupled with this report! de- of the peace conference, before Wedplea for entire removal of the duties
'
conduct.
clared Quezon, "was the statement nesday. As it Is understood the note
upon wool and a reduction of the tar
For the government of counties a
50
to
woolen
iff upon
that Aguinaldo and other Filipinos will give the Turkish delegation three
goods
per cent board
of three commissioners is to leaders
He said that would be in the inengaged in political activi- days in which to arrange a reply, tho
be elected; one for the term of two
ties and are prepared for war. This expiration of that per'od would occur
terest of both the manufacturers and
'one for the term ot four
is not true. For the last two months, on
of the sheep husbandry in the United years;
Sunday, so that the Turkish reone for the term of six
and
years,
States and declared that the wool
since the democrats won at the polls, sponse would not be delivered until
tariff distorted sheep husbandry by feat's. At each Diennial election those reports have come from the Monday next.
enconraeine growers to keen imnrof thereafter one commissioner shall Philippines regularly,
se the
Then the allied delegations will
term ot 8lx yeara
itable animals. The duty of 33 centsjP6 electeJ toT the
democrats are pleuged to give the have tb notify their respective gova pound, now assessed upon scoured All other county officers are abol Philippines their inuependence
ernments and ask Sir Edward Grey
ished except that of probate judge
"These encounters between Moros to convoke a final sitting of the conwool, had Imposed a tax of neafrly
control
of
and
and
the management
and American troops have hereto- ference for the official rupture of the
upon the American peo$100,000,000
county affairs is left to the county fore been concealed w hen it was in
ple, besides hampering manufaChft
and also in order to '
negotiations
commissioners with power and ausomebody's interest to conceal them, thank the British government for its
ers, the witness said.
thority to employ and discharge all and they are now given out when it
hospitality.
subordinates necessary to carry on la
somebody's Intewst'to give them
This will take at least three days,,
of
V
tl
affairs
the
X
county.
5
J
out.
it February 6. Then the govmaking
Practically the entire time of tne
"The Filipinos are not preparing ernments at Sofia, Belgrade and
TODAY IN CONFESS
discussion
a
was
taken
house
up by
for war. They nave faith in the
must denounce the armistice-Workinof House Bill NO. 22, the county
American people and they expect
with exceptional celerity,
option bill, reported favorably by tneir liberty at
hands of the this could be done me next day, anrt
d
Washington, Jan 'uii Senate
the committee on temperance.
American people. Especially they will hostilities could then be resumed on1
at neon.
The bill provides for erections .on not
fight since the democratic party, February 11, following the expiration
executive
and judicial the liquor question upon petition of
Legislative,
appropriation bill seht to conference 20 per cent of the voters. The house, pledged to Philippine Independence, of the four days' notice required. In
is coming Into power.
the meanwhile the fortress at Adrian-- '
with instructions toinsist upon senby a vote of 21 to 27, refused to table J Mr.
the fighting ople may fall ana this is expected to'
Quezci
pledged
ate amendment extending life of com- an
amendment, making the munici- strength of tie Filipinos to the Unitbecome the automatic solution of the
merce court to Jun4 30.
pality a unit instead of the county ed States "if 'ou ever get into a war
Resumed consideration of Lever ag- and
problem.
cent
35
per
petitions
requiring
in the east.'
ricultural extension Dill.
to call an election.
JURY NEARLY COMPLETED
Judiciary committee approved Nor-rl- s
bill authorizing
Ix)s Angeles, Calif., Jan. 27. Tho
government to
ATTACKS LEGALITY OF second trial of Clarence S. T urovr on
seine imported ilerchandiso controll- INTERNATIONAL
INCORPORATED
ed by a trust. '
a charge of Jury bribery was re:.;mi)ij
Trenton, N J., Jan. 27. Articles
Appropriation, 0f $50,000 for Pan- - Incorporating the International HarGUGGENDQO'DIVCCGE today with good prospects for
of the Jury before it. Two
American eIomifi? congress in Wash vester corporation with an authorington urged i before foreign affairs ized capital of $70,000,000 were tiled
places remained to be filled in Die
'
ANOTHER ACTION 13 BROUGHT jury box, although it was almost, cer
committee.
with the secretary of state this
IN THE CASE OF THE
men
bills sent to confer- Immigration
tain that the defense would rx-hbeing
the
incorporators
i
MILLIONAIRE.
OUS
Interewe.
Its right to cxruse John Farley, ihc
the
with
connected
actively
House: Meif at noon.
national Harvester company, a conseptuagenarian juror, by rutins of
Considered
District of Columbia cern already chartered under the
Chicago, Jan. 27. Judge Oscar 51. liercmptory challenge and create anthv-legislation.
laws of New Jersey, with an author- Hoard, in tbo circuit court today con- other vacancy. The st:uo
tinued until February 7, the hearing unusued peremptory ohailt-n'Tool schedule of tariff ized capital of $110,000,000.
Hearing on'
ami
In connection with the filing of or arguments on motion of States the defense fivo.
begun by wiys and means committee.
the articles of incorporation there Attorney Hoyne to expunge from
introduced
BAIL FOS: S'CM r .
filed with the secretary of state the records all proceedings which re- wa8
Bergor
Representative
Gerof
far
resolution
New York, Jan. z7a letter from the international Har- suited in the granting ot a divorce
investigation
in c i r t
man industry in New York.
vester company signed by Us preii- - to Mrs. Grace Erown Guggenheim spare hi3 old frui.d, I,. r
Investigation com dent, Cyrus McCormicK, stating that from William Guggenheim on the les, the huj.iIiat.on cf nr
Shipping
,
with
was
continued
decre-obtained
that
its
the
to
the
the company has no objection
ground
hearing
mlttee
Ilarburser fcinlf t, d
j.
fraudulently.
President n esion or cuuea Fruit making use of practically the
Krranged with counsel for
The hearing;
:
title by tha International Harvest T
company testifying.
postponed at the al to secure ha.l Irui
Passed hill substituting
request cf Attorney S. S. Gregory, pany. This wll v jjt v i i
corporation.
In the latter It is also stated that one of tao counsel for Gussonhclm, of locking d.n'" ,1 V kv h t
ir,g for haiiK, us capital punishment
1V
i
it is the purwu-f- t of the International Wilt) F J he
In DfstrM of1 Columbia.
le trial low street ' '1. r inn - Ii
ens
,
:atn (fixation in fcp'fh ib
tivi n cl ' fn . t i g ;
Harvester ccmrmriy to filo papers Cf Ei" h
r i
t l
i'i '
i '
f
r
it jrirt f!"t (VniiittMf) wid FilSjil'io ( !:!,:!... Diss t.'tlo of thn company to hV"! A
I
I
tu ilillF retiilutttili In tins ihn
1 v
0 B'
f I I i
hii.r. JfnrvffitiT company
l s
b hd"tn
i
non-arriv-
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iiallLEHIE
OOPS IN DIG

LARGE
ARMY OFFICERS FAVOR
MANEUVERS FOR PURPOSES
OF PRACTICAL WORK

Washington, Jan. 27 A number of
irenerals of the army assembled in
Washington a short time ago and discussed methods of improving the service. A strange fact about that gathering was that very few of the officers
ever commanded more than a regiment of troops in action or in drills at
maneuvers. There were major generals who had never seen a division
and brigadier generals who had never
commanded a brigade. In case of war
these officers would have to learn
how to maneuver practically brigades
find diviions. tactical units, as they
are called by army men.
The reason why neither officers nor
men have had this necessary experience is because the troops are widely
scattered in different posts and cannot be brought together. According
to all military experts the present
Genmilitary system In very faulty.
aid
the
with
eral "Wood, chief of staff,
the
to
is
remedy
going
of all officers,
be
present condition so far as it can
done without legislation.
It is the Intention to establish tac
tical units of divisions and brigades
and to have these units manuevered
and drilled by general officers who
will thus become somewhat skilled in
handling troops. But even this will
be a rather sorry makeshift and it is
is doubtful whether a real army division can be assembled under present
However, a beginning is
conditions.
to be mada in that direction.
One handicap is that there will be
but, 16 of the infantry regiments sta
tioned in the United States after Hawaii and Panama are garrisoned.
There will be four regiments in the
Phllipines, six in Hawaii, three in
Panama and one in Alaska. With
the remaining 16 regiments of infan
try stationed in posts located almost
haphazard in point of military strat
egyfrom the Atlantic to the Pacific
and the lakes to the gulf, there is
great difficulty in assembling even a
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SCENIC EFFECTS IN "GRAUSTARK"

BEAUTIFUL BEYOND DESCRIPTION
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officer in the army could not go out
and command a brigade and more especially a division without some exIt is believed that better
perience.
military organization Is possible it

congress will make provision for keep-in- s
troops in larger bodies ana the
wiJnly scattered posts are abandoned.
It has been demonstrated that such a
u
wvis.u.1
In
fohcy i8 nioch more economical,
has recommended an increase of two. case of a sudden
wnen
emergency
regiments of infantry and six batteries 1he army would be wanted to resist
meet
the
to
in
order
of field artillery
Invasion or to take the field in a warexceptional drain of troops to garrison like demonstration the proposed
the Phiiipines, Hawai and the canal
of consolidation is a necessity.
zone. But even with these additional
If
the
policy of the best military exregiments the infantry in the United
out there will be
States would be far short of what it perts can be carried
of tacto
the
addition
ii
assembling
war when
was before the Spanish
tical units of the army a reserve of
stationed
all
25
were
there
regiments
trained men which can be called into
in the country.
in case of war and which will
service
The Dronosal to find a method of
sivell
the
units
tactical
in
regiments to full war
larger
training troops
Much stress has been laid
than present conditions afford is necessary, not only for the soliders, but uikmi the necessity of a reserve for
for the officers. The best theoretical the regular army for It has been the
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state and expressed pleasure at the second of its kind brought by Mrs.
NATURE'S REMEDIES FOR!
interest manifested by the railroad m Armstrong, the first having been filDISEASE.
ed in 1910 In Annapolis, her home
making New Mexico a "fishing
Every fall in olden times the famcity. The first suit .was withdrawn ily .medicine chest was replenished
a few months later and it was rumor- with roots, herbaTand
barks, nature's
ed that the Armstrongs had become remedies for disease.
Sciilliap for
reconciled. When the present suit was nervousness,
FOS A BAD STOMACH
Penyroyal foi colds,
I
entered here last fall' tbe papers were clover blossoms for the blood,
'Hi
l.
hi
,..11.
,
I,,,
filed secretly, access to them refused
for colds, wormwood and
PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN .and
all parties declined to make a balm of Gilead buds for
sprains, and
statement.
so on. It is interesting to note that
The Armstrongs were married 15 the most successful remedy for feI
...
TIME ITI !N FIVE MINUTES GAS,
4 1
f
"""" ,,'""""""'"'
years ago in London. They lived in male ills the world has ver known
sLri
SOURNESS AND INDIGESTION
Ainapolis for a time, where Mrs. bad its origin nearly forty years
IS GONE
as a talented artist and a ago from roots and herbs and
Sour, gassy, upset stomach, indiges- Armstrong,
member of the fashionable Anne
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comtion, heartburn, dyspepsia; when the
Hunt club, held a desirable pound is made today in immense
iDto gases and
food
eat
ferments
you
I
: .:
After her first quantities from those same roots and
stubborn lumps; your head aches and position in society.
divorce action she moved to New herbs with extreme accuracy, care
ana
inais
feel
sick
miseraoje,
(you
York.
The couple have three chil- and cleanliness. The standard remi when you realize the magic in Pape's
who live with their mother.
dren,
edy for female ills.
such
makes
misery
It
Diapepsin.
vanish in five minutos.
If your stomach is in a continuous
Mrs. A. R. Tabor, of Crlder, Mo., had
CHAMPIONSHIP FIELD TRIALS
been troubled with sick headache for
revolt if you cant get it regulated,
Grand Junction, Tenn., Jan. 27.
about five years, when she began takplease, for your sake, try Diapepsin. With a week of fiel devents in pros.
ing Chamberlain's Tablets. She has
stoma
had
to
so
have
needless
It's
'
K'
1
"nd thfv
pect, dog owners and handlers with
M u
fT
ach make your next meal a favorite their
hav
her.
Sick
cured
asheadache is
strings of honor winners have
caused ,by a disordered stomach for
food meal, then take a little Diapep- sembled here in numbers to
compete which these
tablets are especially Insin. There will not be any distress in the national
championships under tended. Try them, get well tnd stay
eat without fear. It's because Pape's the
'
Vilv
auspices of the United States Field
Diapepsin "really does" regulate weak Trials clubs. The trials here will mark
'
?
stomachs that gives it It's the official end of the season's runj
A
millions of sales annually.
ning. Five pointers and 14 setters are
case of Pape's entered
Get a large fifty-cefor the national championDiapepsin from any drug store. It Is ship, the most coveted of all stakes
the quickest, surest stomach relief of its kind in America.
COMPOUND
and cure known. It acts almost like
For
three decades a favorite
over,
harmless
magic it is a scientific,
!
,
-household
Ac
,
medicine forCOUGHS,
.
,
which
and
BE
ALLEGED
FIREBUG
GIRL
TO
truly
'
pleasant preparation
i
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
case
27,
St.
Jan.
The
Mo.,
Louis,
j
COUGH, PRONCHITIS, HARD
SEEKS DIVORCE FROM WRITER of Barbara Gladys Arnold, the
1
' '
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
to
be
whom
old
27
Considerable
the
New Tork, Jan.
police allege
girl
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
interest is manifested in literary and a firebug, was called for trial today, and reliable.1 The Bee Hive on the
scb:ne from act i of "graustark."
theatrical circles in the suit for di- The girl, who was employed as a carton is the mark of the
The story, and probably there are a the mysterious "Miss Guggenslocker"
When George Barr McCutcheon
genuine.
vorce
brought by Mrs. Realla Abel nurse In the family of a local Baptist Refuse sustitutes.
wrote "Graustark," he gave to the few who have not read it, is faith- is in reality, the princess. In the
e0 i,roi Drug Co
her husband, Paul minister, is to answer to a charge of
novel reading public, a romance as fully followed in its presentation in succeeding acts, the action is careful- Armstrong against
G
O
to the Windermere hofire
known
set
5cnaerer
the
well
having
playwright
Armstrong,
culmito
out
a
carried
tinal happy
absorbing and Interesting as any fic dramatic form. The first act iirings ly
of
which
several
in
for
the
in
couitt
came
which
tel,
burning
up
today
Oast
This story of a Grenfull Lorry, the American anO his nation of all parties concerned.
tion ever written.
The present action is' the lives were lost some time ago.
Bvprrboriy rad Th OpOc.
mythical kingdom appealed to more friend Harry Angu'sh, to Edleweiss, and play are considerably strengthen- hearing.
"Misis
ed
scenic
the
fair
in
of
the
equipsearch
by
magnificent
than the average reader of novels, Graustark,
and theatergoers of Las Vegas will Guggenslocker" wbom Lorry met in ment in use by the organization; espeof witnessing America.
have the opportunity
They overhear a plot to cially effective and pleasing are the
of
the
and
abduct
CAPITAL PAID IN
dramatization
the
ruling princess of Graus- gowns worn by the ladies of the
adaption
SURPLUS
which far outshine any efforts
same by Grace Hay ward, at the Dun- tark. In the second act, the abduc$100,000.00
$50,000.00
can opera house on Saturday, Febru- tion plot is foiled by the two Ameri- of .his character on the dramatic
cans, who in the aoing of same, learn stage today.
ary 8.
,
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experience of all past wars that the hiblts of corn grown by boys are ingieatest difficulty has been experien- cluded ii. the exposition.
ced in securing enlistments for the
During he two weeks of the show
regular organizations in competition there will ?)e daily lectures by noted

the agricultural experts aid conferences
of many farmers' organizations.
Immigration and labor, gricultural education and the various problems perCORN SHOW OPENS
taining to the improvement of rural
of
27.
Corn
Columbia, S. C, Jan.
life are to be discussed, as well as all
to
known
kind
and
every
description
the American farmer is on d'splay at the phases of scientific and practical
, i
the fifth National Corn Exposition, farming.
--Twhich- was opened in this city today
and will be continued for two weeks.
f
All of the southern states are repre
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
sented, while the exhilits from the
middle and western states are more
4
numerous than at any of the previous
4. 4
Santa Pe, N. M., Jan. 27. Governor
shows.
One of the most interesting features William C. McDonald granted a paris the exhibition Of the results obtain- don to Refino Garcia, sentenced from
ed by the boys of the- country in their San Miguel county in May, 1912, to
efforts to raise more iind better corn serve from 15 to 18 months. New
to a given area than their fathers evidence was presented to the goverand grandfathers.
Xearlj', 1.000 ex- nor not given at the trial, and It created doubt a8 to tie guilt of the pris-oneThe pardon was recommended
V
by Lieutenant Governor E. C. de
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crcafnery in New Mexico!
They geera popular, perhaps because
pure cream has ben discovered so
beneficial to heiiltn and good digestion. The latest creamery incorporation is callod tue Home Creamery
Company of Roswfil, and its offices
are at Roswell, Chaves count', with
Edward S. uMbbany statutory agent.
The company la capitalized at $25,000
divided into 250 Bhaies at flOO each.
The shareholders are: J. M. Vanfiurg,
6; Edward S. Gibhany. W, 3- - M, Hull,
fi; John C. Davis, fi, add Robert Smith
1.
All reside in RosyVell.
Water Application.
The state ri.gineer; received appli-- j
cation No. 72S today. It is from Mrs.
S. K. Norment, for ali the waters not
duly appropriated from the Chamlzos
and Canada de los rmos, to Irrigate
1,000 acres by storage' or direct diver,
sion. The application is of local interest.
Calls On Gam Warden.
William M. Scott, on official of the
I) & R. G, railway, today called on
He
Game and Fish Warden l'.aca.
liKcusHPd
t!u Hto:K',',g of streams
n ij
tin- iii'i-r- l of u f It hnif!i"ry In 'he

President
President

Vice

D. T. Hoskins

A new

Never-Failin- g
Greatest Leavening Tower
Absolute Purity
Results
Moderate in Cost and Use These things
are all backed up by an absolute guar
antee of satisfaction or
money refunded. Try
a can

tit

Hosk5ne-

Capital Stock, $30,000.00

Nev" Creamery.

because Calu
met ij best from

U:
i

vuursc or otuay.
The state board of education adopt-e3 the course of study outlined by
MJs Meyers, superintendent of the
department of industrial education.
The "actlon 01 the board marks an
epochun education in this state,
organization of the industrial braWh of education. Dr. Frank
H. H. Roberts and c. M. Light were
on the committee with Miss Meyers.
Today DrARoberts said that all of
Miss MeyeiV
suggestions were accepted enthusiastically. The work of
certification ijvas taken up this afternoon,
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with volunteer enlistments
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J. M. Cunningham, President
Frank Springer,

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at itake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
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igate the matter we will find that
there are many varieties of every
species of fruit and vegetable being
sold constantly at a high price. that
are in a few years discarded and forgotten.
Another trick of the trade is to
bring out some old standard variety
under, a new description and a new
name, and sell at a high price.
We do not wish to discourage the
trial of these noveltieB and new Introductions, as we iind some of them
desirable, and we believe that every
one who gardens for the love of the
work or cares o improve on present
conditions should' try out in a small
way those new varieties that seem
promising, if it be done in an experimental way rather than to depend on
them for a standard crop.
One important fact in selecting the
seed for the gardens should always be
borne in mind. The market gardener
selects those varieties which because
of high yielding "qualities or extreme
earliness are desirable for the market, but these are nearly always better varieties which, though less productive, are more desirable for the
kitchen garden because of better
quality. For instance, some of our
finest strawberries are well adopted
to grow to be used immediately, but
are absolutely worthless as commercial varieties because they are too
soft to hold up on the market or to
stand shipment. The same may be
illustrated in cabbages. The Savoy
or crinkly-leafecabbage Is of much
texture and much
more delicate
more desirable for home use, but this
cabbage will not sell for any more
upon the market nor will it keep or
ship so well as our common varieties;
hence it is good for the home garden
but not desirable in this country for
general market conditions.
ifl. R. BENNETT,
Horticulturist, Colorado Agricultural
College, Fort Collins.
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scribes who walked out ot the offices
the other day are organized into a
"chapel" of the union a, name Uiat Is
used because the first English printing press was set up in a ruined chaTO
pel of the Catbolic church in the fifMay be Means of Absorbing
teenth century. The demands of the
Disease Germs in Most
strikjng reporters and writers is for
A
Unexpected Manner.
shorter hours and more pay, for re
cognition of their organization an for
the "closed shops." If the movement
SEED SHOULD BE PURCHASED AT
PROPERTY IN METROPOLIS FIVE is successful, an attempt will be made PRODECIO
PRESENT TERM IN ALBUJUERQUE
ROMERO
IN j
SLAIN
ONCE AND CARE SHOULD BE
SANTA ROSA BY CANDDELA-RIWILL NOT BE COMPLETED
TIMES
AS VALUABLE
AS
to call out the staffs of the German
USED IN SELECTIONS.
UNTIL FEBRUARY 1.
MORENO SATURDAY.
THAT OF LONDON
dalies and later to organize the great
written papers themselves.
English
Garden seed orders should soon be
Santa Rosa, N. m., Jan. 27. The
New York, Jan. 27. A new real es
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 27. The
Art Gallery of Fakes
sent to the seedsmen. It is poor polUnited States district court will not
tate price record has been established
New York, it is announced, is short- - victim of a stabbing which occurred
icy to delay the purchase of seeds unher by the purchase of a lot 25 by 73 ly to have what will probably be the pbout 6:30 Saturday evening on Mala
adjourn here before February 1st.
til planting time. First, because later
How much longer it may be in session,
feet for enough money to cover the most remarkable art gallery in exist- street, In front of the Smith merchan- - I
in the season wprk; is too pressing
of course is uncertain. Jurors for the
ground with two layers of dollar bills, ence. This does not mean that an- dise store, Prodecio Romero, aged 9
to take time to decide what, is best
f
next term are to be drawn February Bid Farewell to All Blood and Skin a layer of fives, a layer of tens, a other
is planning to years, is dead, while his companion
Diseases.
to get, and it is also essential that
of twenties, and a fifth coating bring back a few truckloads of "old of a few moments before his death, :
6th, at Santa Fe.
layer
The research laboratory of The Swift
some of our seeds be sown within the
Three more cases are set for trial Specific Co. has collected a vast amount of hundred dollar notes. The land masters" from Europe. Indeed he Candelario Moreno, aged 13, is held
next month or so.
Information regarding the spread of was bought f build the new 32 story works exhibited will have little or no under guard by the officers, having ?
here and Josefita G. da Dedillo's of
blood diseases. In thousands of Instances
With all the reliable seed cata?l,000 suit against the Santa Fe rail the most virulent types have been the re- home of a giant Wall street banking value since the gallery, which is to be
logues coming to hand at this time of
of corning In contact with disease institution.
It has also been learned operated by the Metropolitan mustnrn. he committed tie murder.
road, now on trial, probably will not sult
germs in public places, and the apparent- that J. P.
year, we can usually pick put a good
The boys had been In the Smith
located in an anti- will contain only art fakes. There is
AtMorgan,
thel
to
before
go
jury
Wednesday.
ly insignificant pimple has been the
selection of garden seed which win
store
a few minutes before. Soon at- - f
Wall
rain
causa
with
It spreads
astonishing
quated looking building
a very serious purpose in the planning
torneys for the plaintiff In the Sedillo
go a long way toward making our
cfton
the
entire
system
infecting
stumbled
street, almost directly across from of this gallery since It proposes as far ter they left, a passer-bcase yesterday called five witnesses. pidity,
in a few days.
next year's garden activities a sucIt is fortunate, however, that there is the Stock excange, has bought an
to educate the picture 'buy over the prostrate form of Prodecio,
been completed.
as
not
case
has
Its
possible
yet
cess.
a remedy to cope quickly and thoroughly
lot at what is said to be an ing public in the wiles of art deal- lying on the sidewalk in a pool of
The titles of the three cases yet to with
such a condition, and thanks to the
We should bfl careful not to let
The exact ers who annually unload at fabulous blood. A doctor was quickly summonfabulous rate.
of
its
Gamfamous
the
versus
Adoma
are
be
energy
equally
tried
producers
Long;
the overdrawn pictures and descripS. S. S. may now be had at almost any
amount is not known, but the land Is prices on an unsuspecting public clev- ed, but when he arrived, the boy was
ble versus the Atchison, Topeka-tions in the catalogues lead us to sedrug store in the civilized world.
within
This preparation stands alone among said to be the highest priced portion er counterfeits of the work of famous breathing his last and exp'red
Santa FeRailway company; and
lect a lot of untried novelties in the
a few moments. A Jeep knife wound
specific remedies as a blood purifier. It of the earth's surface, not excepting painters.
which
faked
The
the
versus
deCarillo
pictures
Dprdova
Is somewhat revolutionary in its compoin the right side of the neck, which
place of tried out, Btandard varieties
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway sition, since it accomplishes all that was any real estate in any city, nor the will appear in the gallery to be used had
that are known to be satisfactory. It
severed the Jugular vein, caused
ever claimed for mercury, iodides, arsenic surface of any gold mining claim. as the basis of instruction in the art
company.
and other destructive mineral drugs, and
may be that the writer is somewhat
death. quick
with
of picking out a genuine old master,
The Pacarich case was a long on'e yet It la absolutely a purely vegetable Just how local values compare
prejudiced, but we have come to
Candelario Moreno, the last one
product. There are more cases of artic- those in Loudon, for instance, is as compared to a counttrftit. are
and the Sedillo case promises to be ular
make a practice ot throwing in the
with
rheumatism, locomotor ataxia, pa- shown
the little victim, was found just,
by the fact that a record mak themselves good enough to fool the
extended. The settlement of several resis, neuritis and similar diseases resultwaste basket ail thosa catalogues
across
the street. He denied any
was
re
use
In
of
minerals than from
ant from the
sale
the English city
average buyer and It is expected that
that widely overdraw the descriptions
cases, however, wiil shorten the ses- disease germs direct. These facts are ing
of the stabbing, saying he
knowledge
would
acwhich
bo
at
a
can
made
thtm
results
figure
real
through
of plants beyond what we know to
sion here. Judgment by consent yes- brought out in a highly interesting book cently
a few minutes be- had
left
Prodecio
to
g
of bring the price of a square foot
compiled by the medical
complished in educating and jirotect-inAnother class of
be possibilities.
terday was entered in Charles Fow- The Swift Specific Co., 127department
him
fore
after
Swift Bldg.,
good bye, they
telling
to an actual
art lovers. While the fake galseedsmen that we always strike off
ler's suit against the Atchison, Topeka Atlanta, Ga. It is mailed free, together about $127 as compared
going in opposite drrections.
a
$558
of
rate
the
square
at
sale
here
to
advice
who
here,
to
certain
letter
of
all
is
with
a
popular
prove
somespecial
lery
our list are those who offer
& Santa Fe Railway company for $750
However, a knife was found on
are struggling with a blood disease.
foot. The signiifcance of these chan- it is not likely to be enthusiastically
and costs.
Get a $1.00 bottle of S. S. S. to day of
thing for nothing. We know" that it
Candelario's
person, with a blade
It will surprise you with ges in ownership seems to be that regarded by those persons In this about two
is much cheaper it. the end to pay a
Fowler asked judgment for $10,000 your druggist. action
a half or three inches
and
in
blood.
wonderful
the
its
Wall street, which has suddenly taken country and abroad who gain a fat
He was employed as machinist handy
fair price for seeds and get what we
was examined for bloodIt
long.
its
masters"
its
brokerage
to
banks,
reforming
living by manufacturing "old
want than to either buy seed at barman in the shops here. He fell from a
the assistant district attortransactions and its members' habits to be sold to unsuspecting purchas- stains, by
ladder September 13, 1909. and receivgain lots or accept free seeds that are
Mr. Hedgcock, and though there
ney,
to
out
now
set
and reputations, has
ers.
distributed by the government. In
ed permanent injuries to his left arm,
was some foreign substance on it,
as well
its
reform
appearance
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
physical
Divorces Create Many Orphans
either case we are tempted to plant
claimed.
he
PLEA
TO RELY ON INSANITY
closely resembling efood, this could (
The street at present is anything but
FOR THE WEEK
are not
children
thousand
the
in
was
entered
"Seventy
something that we do not want, and
Adjudication
27.
be proved. An analysis
John
White Plains, N. Y., Jan.
the canyon of skyscrapers which, out- made orphans In one year by our di Is topositiely tomorrow
that Is in the long run expensive and, H. 'McGuire was
of Douglas Seabury
case
to determine
made
bankruptcy
be
trial
for
arraigned
side New York, it is supposed to oe. vorce laws" is the startling expresto say the least, unsatisfactory.
on the knife.
is
what
murder- Roome, of Silver City and the case
actually
of
a
on
having
charge
today
Only two buildings in the whole street sion of facts which were brought out
Monday
The best plan is to study our catIn the meantime the Romero boy
of Rochelle was referred to John W. Wilson, banked
Sereno Starrett
field trials go above 18 stories, and the average here by the Rev. Francis H. Moody in
National
championship
are
Roome's
liabilities
alogues and decide between those Tereferee.
is under guard, he not beln placed j
ruptcy
3 last.
McGuire
on
October
height is about six stories. Also the an attack upon American divorce con- in
begin at Grand Junction. Tenn.
llable firms which have the varieties Heights
jail because ot his youth. He lifco-l- y
was employed by Mr. Starett as but-tle- r given at $10,887.53, and his assets as
are for the most part old, dition. In tht last 40 ytars. accord
at
structures
field
trials
coast
Pacific
begin
orof the different species of vegetables
H. Pope also
W.
$7,104.49.
will be prosecuted and sent to the
disJudge
was
months
and
several
for
and while they have a great deal of ing to the clergyman's carefully pre state reform
Dakersfield,' Calif.
and fruits which we think are best
J.
of
Juan
the
dismissal
dered
the
school, as he la within
charged. On the night of the murder
fit3,700,000 the
than
less
Meeting to complete the organiza- dignity and even luxury in their
adapted to our conditions. More gar- he forced his
noj
case.
statistics,
pared
bankruptcy
age
legal
permitting of prosecuway into the Starrett
their exteriors men and women have been legally di
dens come to grief through the discaused to be enter- tion of the Interstate Baseball league, tings and furnishings,
also
tion,
Judge
is1 charged, that he
Pope
and.
it
S teubenville.(
suggest! a banking and business sys vorced, and the persons directly concouragement of the gardener having residence,
The dead boy was a, son of Beferlno '
shot and killed Mr.. Starrett while the ed an order directing the drawing of
ten- tem of Andrew Jackson's day, rather
midwinter
lawn
annual
Third
been led to try some startling new
with these cases number more Romero, and a nephew of Benlgno
nected
Fe
Santa
at
and
jurors
petit
grand
bed.
in
ill
was
latter
nis tournament opens at Pinehurst, N. than those of the present.
discovery In varieties that are being
than 5,000.000 or almost exactly the
It is expected that the defense will February 6th, for the April term. .
sold at high prices than in any other
Clocks for Judges
C
Time
same as the present population of state penitentiary.
i
be based upon a plea of insanity.
of annual bonspiel of Bran
not yet been deter New York City. Most of the children
is
way. Tne scneme 01 ne unscrupuhas
It
While
Opening
The guilty youth came here a few j
LAWN TENNIS AT PINEHURST
McGuire has
his
arrest
since
Ever
lous and even the honest seedsman,
mined' just how much work a judge who are "orphaned" by losin? one
don Curling pub, Brandon, Man.
atdays ago from Vaughn, and little Is
Pinehurst, N. C, Jan. 27 A
to make his best poney, easy, is each acted in an irrational manner. His
snows in De is expected to do to earn his salary
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The last persons to visit the gov Wicke'rsham's action. He said lie
ernor before the appointment was could not understand It, although he
decided on were Senator Meld and had "all confidence in the Integrity
Mr. Rayl, In .company with Represen-tativf- l of the executive department" Judge
John P.
Meek ordered new warrants issued for
Graber. They
Mr. Kinkel .emphatically for the three.
republln member of the board. The
governor had become thoroughly disIMS
gusted by the dissensions and jealous-le- a OFFICERS'
of the Wichita contingent and he
was pleased by the unanimity and
REMARKABLY GOOD DRIVER OF NYBERG CAR WILL BE
BROTHER OF LAS VEGAS MAN APspirit of the Hutchinson
IN THE DECORATION
POINTED MEMBER OF KAN 5
j men in contrast.
It was unquestionBOARD
DAY EVENT.
ably this spirit of harmony and dis- - THEY KILLED A WOMAN AND
"
to
TO
HIT
AND
FAILED
CHILD
stand
position
together that finally
,r
A DARING OUTLAW.
Jolm M. Kinkel of Hutchinson, Kan., determined the governor's action,
Indianapolis, tnd Jan. 27. Anxious
to add more laurels to his already
The position taken by the Hutch-cita brother of George H. Kinkel c this
was fipi'ointed on Saturday tyjinson democrats undoubtedly Reflects!
Winnipeg, Jan. 27. In a battle be- brilliant record, Harry Endicott, one
Governor Hodges as the repuoucanj ine genenaly attitude of the Hutchin-membe- r tween a sheriff's posse and John Ha,r. of the most daring and skillful speed
of the board of public utilities. son public.
Mr. Kinkel during his an, the outlaw, at his home near pilots In the United States, will drive
e
ol Kansas. years of residence in this city has al- - Riding Mountain today, a woman a Nyberg car in the third annual
race,
as
a
International
officame
stir
to
were
child
death
an
been
sweepstakes
Tha aiipointir.qr.t
shot
ways
by
uncompromising re and
prise to the politicians. Over a do.en publican, but everyone who knows cers. In the excitement Baravi es- which will be staged at the Indianapolis motor speedway Memorial day.
the; him recognizes his high character and caped.
persons had ben 'considered
Formal
weeks
two
to
the
The
sheriff's
had
entry of the car has been
as
a
He
citizen.
has
stood
past
gone
governor during
standing
posse
and Mr. Kinkel's name had not Deen consistently for decency ant! right Baran's cabin today to arrest him made by the manufacturers, and this
mentioned "until Friday. He was eousness and as a business man he for shooting Constable Charles Rooke, is the first time in the history of the
many of the prominent has had a large measure of success. of the Manitoba police. Rooke was Nyberg Automobile company of Anendorsed'
men in the state and his appointment No one will question the rectitude shot when hg attempted to arrest derson, Ind., that one of its cars has
oeietuuu of Mr. Kinkel in the decisions he will Baran on a warrant charging him been entered in a race. The car Is
is eonsiuerea, a j:risi
now in course of construction, and
He was confirmed immediately nnd have to make in the responsible posi- with wife desertion.
once.
at
bin
duties
When
Lew
the 'posse appeared at the while Driver Endicott is superintendtion which he now occupies. His life
entered upon
The Hutchinso:i Gazette of Saturday amongst his home people is a guar- cabin Baran opened fire. Bullets were ing the work, it will be practically a
contained the following article iudioat- anty of his upright conduct as a pub- returned by the posse and firing con- stock car.. It will have a piston displacement of 389 cubic inches, and
tinued several minutes.
lug the satisfaction with which the lic servant
The shots from the cabin ceased great confidence is placed in the wire
News from Topeka is that the govannouncement, e the appointment o
ernor will further recognize Hutchin- and the posse stormed the house. wheels with which the car will be
Mr. Kinkel was received:
These, it is believed, will
All Hutchinson, Irrespective of pol son by the appointment of Sam S. Their prisoner had fled. On the equipped.
tire
prevent
trouble, a factor which
of the appoint Graybill as livestock sanitary com- Jfloor was the bleeding body of a
itics, heard the
Into the chances of
enters
largely
state
to
M.
woman
one
Kinkel
to
with
whom
is
Baran
the
other
said
missioner and by at least
ment of John
race.
board of public utilities by Governor appointment. These1 will constitute the have been living. Clasped in her arms winning a
Endicott was entered In 12 races
yesterday. Democrats, as local democracy's share of the state was a dead infant. Bo!!i were vicHodges
last
year. As relief driver for his
A
of
tims
the
bulVts.
futile
well as republicans, expressed theirj patronage at the governor's disposal
posje's
drove 39
attempt vvas, t.mit; to trace the out- brother, "Bill" Endicott, he
gratification, lor leading democrats,
at the
held
of
race
miles
the
to
law
had quite as much
through the woods.
jo villi the
motor speedway In 1912,
Indianapolis
Mr.
Kinkel's
as
decision
SAKS WICKERSHAy IS
governor's
and was given credit for fifth place.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
republican friends. It was well underhe won
27.
to
Kansas
had
Cattle, Later, at Galveston, Texas,
City, January
stood that Governor Hodges
in
MUCH
TOO
the 75
In
six
and
first
races,
place
receipts 10,000, including 1,000 southgive one of these positions to a resecthe
mile
he
captured
10
showed
erns. Market steady to cents highpublican, and the democrats
a
ond
defeated
by
only
prize, being
their bigness of heart and their local TEXAS JUDGE RESENTS ACTIONS er. Native steers $78.30; southern
follow.
The
90 horsepower Mercedes.
cows
southern
steers $3.757.40;
OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
pride by endorsing heartily the man
second place In a
and heifers $3.756.25; native cows Ing day he secured
IN TRUST CASES
who hud a chance for the place.
in which his
200 miles
and heifers $3. 75 7. 50; stackers and
It was aiv open secret at Topeka
of 228
a
car
with
displacement
piston
that Wichita, might 'have had this
Dallas, Tex., Jan. 27. Attorney Gen- feeders $5. 757. 50; bulls $56.50;
a Simplwas
defeated
inches
cubic
by
plate if the people of that community eral Wickersham was criticized today calves $6.5010.25; western steers ex-Zip
having a displacement of
on a man. But the by United States Judge Meek who $6(58; western cows $3.7n6.75.
could
598.
Hogs, receipts 5,000. Market steady.
politicians Und business men of the said it was a new thing for the exeAt Elgin, I!l., Endicott again added
"peerless princess could not forget cutive department of the federal gov- Bulk of sales $7.257.40; heavy $7.35 to his fame as a driver when ne
7.45; butchers and packers $7.30
their jealousies and differences and ernment to intervene between a court
e
won the Jencks trophy In a
so they lost out, In the meantime. and men who had been indicted, as it 7.40; lights $7.207.35; pigs $6.25
the
record
for
tut,
race,
breaking
Mr. Kihliel'4 friends presented their: did in the cases of J. D. Archbold, 7.
course by six miles an hour. At Mil;
r
Market
H. C. Figler, Jr., and W. C. Teogle.
claims. The democrats in TopekaSheep,
receipts 10,000.
waukee, Endicott was the winner of
Senator Frank Field, They were Indicted in Judg3 Meek's steady. Muttons $4.506; Colorado
notably-the Wisconsin motor challenge troB. Rayl and Sheriff Koon C.
court on charges of violating the lambs $8.208.80; range wethers and
phy, driving a Mason car.
t
act In alleged op- yearlings $57.fiO; range ewes $3.50
from Governor Hodges Sherman
It is highly probable that two or
5.50.
that ; whatever action was taken in erations affecting the Magnolia Pemore of these cars will also be enthis matter would not affect demo- troleum company.
tered in the 500 mile race at IndianMn. Wickersham did not order the
cratic Btate appointments in this secPILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS apolis. Arrangements toward this end
tion,' and so- they told the governor arrest of the men on the Texas war Your druggist will reiund money if
are being made by F. S. Dusenberg,
that in seeking his republican mem- rants, because, he said, the evidence PAZO OINTMENT, falls to cure any of Des Moines, la., designer of the enber for this important board he would did not uphold such action. When case of Itching, , BlincJ, Bleeding or gine which is being used in the Masnot find a cleaner, more capable or the case was called in Judge Meek's Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 days. 50c. on
racing car. These cars show by
more honorable man that Mr. Kinkel. court today he commented on Mr. blongs in every home. Adv.
past performances that they will be
able to give a good account of themselves in the big speed contest, and
at the Milwaukee races last fall it
was a Mason car that won the Pabst
trophy. Mort Roberts was at the
steering wheel In this race, and when
his team-matEndicott, walked
the
cup, the
with
Challenge
away
makers of the Mason car felt that
they had made a good start in the
racing game.
Since then Ralph Mulford, driving
a Mason car, won the" Election Day
derby at Brighton Beach, doing the
hundred miles in a fraction over 101
minutes. He ran 'against a field of
prominent cars, all of which were
larger than the Mason. Mulford, It
Is understood, will drive one of the
Masons entered in the 500 mile race,
and a special car is being built for
this purpose. It will have a piston
displacement of S50 cubic Inches
It will be
with cylinders
remembered that Mulford won the
Grand prize in 1909, driving a Lozier,
and In 1911, when the first 500 mile
race was held at the Indianapolis
he won second
motor speedway,
a second and
the
tape
crossing
place,
a half after the winning Marmon.
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WHAT JOHN DREW THINKS OF
AMERICAN WOMEN.
John Drew, the celebrated actor,
contributes to the February Woman's
Home Companion an Interesting ar
ticle entitled "What I Think of the
American Woman." Following Is an

extract:
in woman takes
"Restlessness
many forms, x'asses through many
phases.
"A 'restless woman' made the discovery of the western world possible.
Hers was the restlessness of ambi
tion and the little learning then
deemed a most dangerous thing for
women.
It would be ungrateful indeed for American men to decry the
restlessness
which springs from
knowledge.

I1
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ii

t

Is
18
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"A 'restless woman' wrote a book
which, crystallized scattered public
sentiment, created a new political
freed an entire
party, and finally
race, though the price, civil war, was
Hers was the restlessness
heavy.
which quivers under the wrongs of
others. And out of all this restlessness on the part of women have come
the progress of humanity, the rise of
of
great nations, the abolishment
great wrongs. To the alarmist "ie
present-daagitation for the
individuality of woman means the
elimination of marriage vows, the deand the
of the family
struction
home.
"Nonsense! When the American
woman has Blfted out the mass of
theories, offered by agitators and discovered just what e'.Uj wants, whether that be economic Independence or
the ballot, she will proceed to rutind
Off its unsightly, rough corners, polish it into presentable and pleasing
uhapo, and Inject it Into our national
and family life. What is more, men
will accept it end like It. At the
present moment they are standing
back, watching her make up her
mind, and watching the operation
With a smile on their lips, not with
fear in their hearts. Any delay In
reaching a erinls Is due to the apathy
tented
of the maHs of fairly well-cowomen, not to the opposition of men.
The feminist la distrusted by her
own sex, not by men, for American
men trust American women to work
cut their salvation in a way that will
be best not only for themselves, but
and the entire na-- l
or their men-fold
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May corn opened
to
down at
to
touched 51
and sold
ion and there was increased activity off to
The close was easy.
and strength in Can, which rose two May y8, down at
co stocks advanced In

striking

fash-

51

51,

til.

51.

points. Railroad shares scarcely movMay oats opened unchanged to a
ed, but their tone was better.
shade lower at 33
to 33
and
The' closing sales were:
declined to 33.
7F4
Amalgamated Copper
Lard and ribs opened unchanged and
sugar
.,,,iio;i
2y2 to
pork
up but turred dull
104
Atchison
and easier on lower hogs. May pork
118Northern Pacific
opened at $19.25 to $1.3U. May lard
. . . .,.162-Reading
at $10.27 and May ribs $10.27! '
105?i
Southern Pacific
The closing quotations were:
Union Pacific
,J$8.TS
Wheat, May 93; July 90; Sep63 X.
.
United States Steel
tember
88.
United States Steel, pfd. . ... ... . 110
Corn, May 51; July 52; Septem-- .
i
ber 5314.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE !
Oats, May 3:T; July 33; SeptemChicago, Jan. 27. Easy cables were ber
33..
largely responsible for an early dePork, Jan. $19.77; May $19.42.
cline in wheat. May opened a shade
Lard, Jan.. $10.97: May $10.35.
higher to VsY. under Saturday at
Ribs, Jan. $10'30; May $10.37.
92
to 92
and sold to 92. May
dropped later to 91&92, but recov
ered on covering and closed unchang
Thu Opu(
ed at 92Va.
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"These are the women who, when
the right moment comes, will aBk for
ih. ballot End get it, and then
to do good with it, aa they have
nil other good things
not
ff r tin rare, not independently,
and
men
with
but
insiivi.hinlly.
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Alaska For Eight Years
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A
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Daily, by Carrier:
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE1
New York, Jan. 27. The hesitating
tone of the Americans In the London
market helped to restrict speculation,
here, nnd at the opening lower
prices
'
of Aniorlcana abroad were reflected
In some heaviness among the Interna
tional stocks.' The market later over.
came this Influence and advanced, but

the movement was so slight that traders found It rather more profitable
to sell on rallies. Business was fur-thheld in check by uncertainty
whether the supreme court would
hand down today Its decisions In the
Minnesota rate cases. Bonds were
easier.
The street waited longer than usual
for news from Washington that no
Important decisions would be made
today and sold stocks In the meantime. Prices, however, were not affected greatly, speculation being too
quiet to cause any decided movement.
The undertone grew heavy and
there was concentrated pressure on
I'nion Pacific, which lost a point.
in other leaders
averaged
about
point
V--t

A

Very Full Assortment of Victor Records and Mrxhittcs
Always Carried It Stock
,

,

A big shipment of the latest Jhits in musical Circles is received here on the 26th of each month. Here you can hear the
very best talent to be had in the world just for the asking. We
are always glad to play any record you may request. A Victor
machine is very instructive and cultivates a very fine taste and
sense of musical feeling ;in' children as well as older people. No
home should be without a Victor. Victor Machines $15 to

$75 each. Victrolas ' $15 to $45. Victor Records

i'

65c to $700- --
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

OUR WHITE
GOODS SALE

W. fii Mnjer of Et Paso,

values
35c values

19c
- 25c
43s
59c
79c
89c
19
1.49
1.98

50c to 65c vriues . . .
75c to 85c values
$1.00 values
$1.25 values
$1.50 values.-.-....- .
$2.00 to 2. 50 values...
$2.50 values-.-- -

BE BUILT

SATURDAY'S

wis

GAME

e.

25c

f exas,

New'

Yortftitfi

left mis morning lor
Gascoii.wheift he f will spend several
weeks on business.
George A. Fleming went to Shoemaker-today;
making the trip In his
Ford automobile! '
Arthur Baca . returned
Saturday
evenping from Santa Ve where he has
been spending,
days on busiv
Louts-Iiudulp-

....

MONDAY,

JANUARY 27, 1913.

fiVE

LOSE IN MANY SILOS WILL

a visitor here today.
Judge William J. Mills left last
evening on a business trip to El Paso,
"
Texas. "'
Mrs. 4'lefarittd Ilfeld left last evenANIENT TEAM NOW
ing with the t Isaac Bacharachs for

Will continue until February
1st. Same reductions in prices as
here-to-for-

TONS

PERSONALS

OPTIC.

CHAVEZ

;

I

MONEY IN YOUR POCKET IS LIKE
.
SNOW IN SUNSHINE

PECOS VALLEY FARMERS SEE
POSSIBILITY OF INCREASING REVENUES.

LEADS THE
LEAGUE
BOWLING
ELKS'
WITH AVERAGE OF LOCO.

it soon melts away. If you have it with you it's a temptation to spend
Take out enough for necessities and deposit .some each pay day wfth us.

We Pay 4 per cent Interest

Roswell, N. M., Jan. 27. The silo
Pet. is a great salvation for the farmers
0
2
1.000 and stock men in this section, acAnd encourage and help you save
1
0
1.000 cording to many men of progressive
2
1
$J opens an acct. Add to it each pay day and Watch it Grow.
.667 ideas.
Witten
The dairying business which is be1
.667
McWenie . .V ....... .2
2
.333 ing pushed and being developed so
...1
Kelly
1
2
.333 fast in the
The Popular Price Store
valley Is Dringing the
Losey
ness.
Jr.''.'''
A.
B.
Dr. A. D. Crile
silos,
3
0
.000
Satbenow,
David Welller ot the firm of Weil-le- r Trumbull
CAPITAL
are
and
others
in silos
many
$106,000.00
putting
and Benjamin or Albuquerque,
at
once.
alon
Elks'
the
Saturday evening
was a business visitor in the city toAGENTS FOR.
Kauffmann Brothers at Hope have
leys the McWeni-- team handed the
day.
team its first defeat in the been using the ensilage for fattening
Witten
BVunton
ShoemaB.
of
W.
Captain
JOHN W. HAKKI8, President
their tock for two years, and proved
ker arrived in the city this afternoon, bowling tournament, winning by a toGeo
Vice
II.
Pres.
Cleofes Romero, Vice Pres. Cceilio Rosea wald, See.
Hunker,
a
it
money maker and a saver. They
199 pins. Strass of the
and will be a visitor here for a few tal of
Ivo
W.
tallow
on
the
the
and
put
after
Lively, Assistant Secretary
who
has
been
sheep
Tolling
team,
days.
into the feeding pens close
get
SHOES
they
above
the
for
week,
past
hisaverage
Joseph Taichert left this afternoon was
NEV IDEA 10c Patterns
high man, having a total of 462 to the market it only takes two weeks
on a several days' business, trip to
.for
PHONE MAIN 104
the three strings. On Friday to put them in high class condition
pins
Ribjera and other towns south 6l
in the Keny-Losegame for the markets.
evening
here.'
One thing the silo t going to do bea
was
man
total
with
high
Mrs. R. E. Dillon, who has been Strass also
475 pins. Second nigh man in the sides increase the profits as well as
of
visiting in Nebraska for several McWenie-Wittegame was Witten develop the dairy industry around ONLY
weeks, returned to Las Vegas last
460
of
a
total
with
;J
pins. Following Roswell is the increasing of valley
A
evening.
team Con- hogs, feeding them the milk, and fatMcVVenie
scores:
are
the
M. Ji. Tillman arrived from Kansas
436
pinB; Strass, .ubstitutlng tening trem on ensilage.
City this afternoon and will be a vis- way,
CAN
D. F. Thomas, who was up at Elida
462 oins; Nolette, 390
J.
for
Danziger,
itor here for several weeks, the guest
A
a
of
tells
land
M.
farmer
O.
dry
recently,
pins; Rudulph, substituting for
of his mother.
Host Popular Roman442 pins; who came here to take up a claim a
Special Engagement of
Lieutenant Governor B. C. ae Baca, Ward, 426 pins; McWenie,
Wit short time ago, and had only ?6.
team
Witten
2,156
on
tic
total,
pins.
American
who was 'in town for several days
Play
Stage
ten, 460 pins; Leahy, 435 pins; Har- While his dry land neighbors got disvisiting his family, left yesterday for
saw
the
ris, substituting for Lord, 418 pins; gusted and left the land, he
Santa Fe.
315 pins; Rosenthal, 339 possibilities of dairying and now is ILLINOIS
Hammond,
TEETOTALLER LEAVES
wlio
WichSena-Fred
has been in
JUAN
BACA
LAS
VEGAS
OF
clearing $150 per month on his cows.
WILL WITH PECULIAR
pins; total, 1 967 pins.
the
for
returned
Kan.,
ita,
year,
past
TAKES CHILDREN TO EL
A relative of W. A. Johnson, the
The score of the rcelly-Losegame
PROVISIONS
to Las Vegas yesterday and expects
PASO WITH DEAD WIFE.
Roswell
hardware man, was here the
was
off
rolled
which
evening
Friday
here permanently.
j to remain
other- day from Texas. This man is
M A. Johnson, nn auditor for the was as follows: Kelly team Martin,
Bloomiagton, I1L, Jan. 27. Before
an experienced dairying man and saw
Albuquerque, In. M Jan. 27. Juan
tor
401 pins;
substitut'"
Conway,
Lieta and Max Murdock, child
Mora,
with
Santa Fe Railway company,
JUca, father (of a spn, three years
'ct'K tm
the possibilities. He and. his family ren of the late J. T Murdock of La
was a vis- Xelly, 436 pins"Strass, 47'
in
Kan.,
Topeka,
quarters
99 are taking up land near Elida and he
old, and a baby aaughter, five weeks,
281
E'
.1.1
pins;
their
under
inherit
can
Salle
county,
and today.
sSf"
last night sat in a coach used as a itor in the ctiy yesterday
O. has already shipped In 75 thoroughSi
millionaire father's will they must apMr. and Mrs. Salamcn Asl and Mrs. Losey, 457 pins; Harris,
here and looked
waiting room
M. Ward, 356
-pins; Rut -- ph, 422 bred Jersey cows, none weighing lesB pear before the probate court and
Rolando- left yesterday on a
at the long Jose
277
through the winuow
pins; total, 1,891 than 1,400 pounds; and 75 smaller swear that they have not smoked nor
month's visit to E. Paso, Texas. From pins; Springer,
ones. He is going to dairy, strictly,
rough box on a truck. The box con- El
pins.
chewed tobaoco nor partaken of intoxi
Paso they .will visit several points
!
silos. If in time he does not
tained the body of his wife.
building
'
in Arizona;'
cating liquors as a beverage for two
Mrs. Baca uied last week, at their
get a market for his butter fat, ue
previously.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cayot, Jr., left
home on a small ranch near Las .Vefigures he will start a creamery of
While Mr. Murdock) was known to
this morning for, Albuquerque, where J JUDO A, xjauc IGJ.I. COlciUJ via . his own.
gas. She became 111'. with fever.;not
to Roci-adabe a total abstainer himself, he was
Mr. Cayot will enter the employ of several days' business trip
"IB.niiiraaiMiliVi
WMi.ir.il TtfmllBa
..i.i.il
nutirl, Unlti, jwnaiin.i a
ill
long after the birth of her daughter. the Duke
,
not
Charles
branch
of
the
bigote in regard to others who
City
It was her wish that her body be Ilfeld
A Blood Bubbling Heart Leading
will
company.
Story of Love
Dr. C. S. LoseyJ Charles Trumbull might drink or smoke, and his
taken to El Paso, where her relatives
end
to
his
a
was
family
Mrs. J. R. Kirk and Mrs. L. M. Till
great surprise
and Adventure In a Whirlwind of
The fire departments of the East Ben, Strlckfadden ind Joe Danziger
live, for burial.
man left last evening for Ellsworth, and West sides were called out late returned last evening from a short friends.
Scenes.
Baca arrived here last night on
Mr. Murdock provided that in the
in response to an hunting trip at Chupaina Springs.
Kan., having heen called there on ac this afternoon
train No. l and left at 12:20 a. m. count of the death of their
event of deceit in complying with this
I
mother, alarm sent in. from the home of O.
Notable Cast Including Miss Luiszita Valentine
on the train lor El Paso. Little Jose,
'
Mrs. J. A. Terry.
..
provision of his will, a protest made
on the Hot Springs boulevard.
Smith
who 'sat beside his father in the '"
and
Lawrence
with the
11. "M. Potsch, the representative of The fire was reported as under conJ. M. Connell, the"general passenger bv anv person acquainted
coach, was
quiet. He apparently the Wyeth Hardware company of St trol at 4 o'clock.
consideration
be
must
by
facts
given
agent for the Santa Fe Railway comProduction Complete to the
realized that something was wrong,
Detail
the court authorized to act as arbitra(Joseph,; Mo., arrived in the city Sat
pany, with headquarters in Topeka,
but little Maria crooned
happily. urday evening and will be a businest
or
to
the
truth
tor
determino
falsity
Las Vegas this
Baca glanced at the baby occasionW. H. Garne
ap rominent citizen Kan., passed through
visitor here for several days.
on train No. 1 on his way of the charge Should the accusation
afternoon
ally.
Louis Mundtwho has been in the of Wagon Mound, fell dead on the to California.
be substantiated the person who made
The child had been wrapped in
afterstreets
of
that
city Saturday
Seats Ready Tuesday, Feb. 4 at Murphey's Drug Slore
the false affidavit must forfeit all
employ of the C. D. Boucher grocery
blankets and placed in a cracker store for
share In the estate. The heirs are givseveral weeks, left yester- noon, according to news received in
box. Baca had nailed straps to the
Mr. Garner
formerly
day for his former home In Wabasha, Las Vegas.
Albert Boyle and John Boyle of Ra- en life interests in the property, and
box so he could carry it. He was
was surveyo" of Mora county. Of ton were visitors in the
Minn., where he will locate permaetipular
city yester- antutobacco and
afraid to carry the little human morlate years he had been practicing
hav ng been called tions are binding upon the children
and
nently.
today,
day
sel in his arms, he said, because his
was well
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Ruane of Santa law in Wagon Mound.
here on account of thf Illness of their and grandchildren of the heira.
wife on her death bed, had instructt
in
been a
known
Las
Vegas,
having
Rosa arrived In the city yesterday
All the children are grown and
mother, Mrs. Tatrick Boyle of Raton,
ed him to handle little Maria tenand were visitors here today. Mr. frequent visitor in this city.
at
In
St. Anthony's prominent
who is a patient
society circles. They
derly. He hit upon the plan of the Ruane is the manager of the Santa
sanitarium.
say there will be no danger of any for- cracker box as the safest for the Rosa branch
of the Charles Ilfeld
transportation of the infant.
company. 4.
REMARKABLE
AT
The man once lifted the dark-eyeMr. and Mrs. Isaac Bacharach left STEEL CORPORATION
baby from its portable bad and held last evening fdr New York City where
THEATER MONDAY AND TUESDAY
her to the window. He turned the they will spend several weeks, Mr.
ABLE TO COMPETE
little face toward the long, gray box Bacharach going to the metropolis on
IN
on the truck, but the child continued a buying
trip for the firm of Bachaher happy crooning. It was evident rach Brothers.
FORMER PRESIDENT TESTIFIE8
IT COULD UNDERBID ALL
that Baca did not think it was quite JoHfi Hatrsen'bf Chanute, Kan., who
COMPETITORS.
of
right that the child should be so hag .been spending some time In Calihappy and yet he did not know how fornia, 'has arrived here and will De
to stop her. The sight of the box, a visitor K town for several months,
New York, Jan. 27 William Ellis
however, meant nothing more to the the guest of his son, F. V. Hanson. Corey, former president of the Unitr1
child intelligence than any other box Mr. Hansen has interests in the val- ed States Steel corporation, began
and she was just as happy. Baca uable oil lanJi near Chanute,
his fourth day of testimony today, at
"Built To Make Men-- Not
incuput her back in the home-madMoney"
Mrs AM.'Wf'Kht, who was recent- the hearings In the government's suit
arv" .
bator.
,
ly appointed matron at the New Mex- to dissolve the company under tne
t
law.
examination
,Baca, carrying the baby, and his ico Hospital for the Insane, arrived
-vBon, got aboard the train for EI Paso In town yesterday from Ogden, Utah, was taken up by Judge Jacob M.
for
the governafter he had watched the baggage where she ocduplea the position of Dickinson, attorney
men lift the long box into the
e
matron at the state institution for the ment, who questioned the witness
before
car.
concerning his differences,
deaf and blind'.
his retirement,
with E. H. Gary,
chairman of the board, of directors.
'
"Are you pecuniarily interested in
t
I .
i'
felt of tholr share. in the eslato, as all! vince the court of the truth of such f
the United' States Steel corporation?"
are opposed to thfl use of tobacco and
that he or she has not u od
(
he was asked.
The HaEenhcrh and Wallace big cir- unrado and the wind up at the clrci.s intoxicant s. This provision of the will tobacco for Binolslng or chewing, nor
of my fortune is In the
lias been in the habit of scttinK
cus in a photo display of four reels grounds where wo are taken Inside reads: ,
of
securities
the
Steel corporation,"
of the largest tent and observe tho
'
...
"It lms been my aim and ambition Icatwl or' of using intoxicating liq wi a
".
2a
V
'"lip.., "rtTii
will
film
of
that
or
mile,
nearly que
replied Mr, Corey.
' ' .iriot races and acrobats of all kinds, during the whole time 1 have been ac- as a beverage during tho full period of
Tvir.. Corey reiterated that the
bo shown at the DroWno theater to- and the
trained animals Juot as yo quiring and saving tho proj'frty here- tho two years Immediately prior to tl,o
of tho Gary dinners was to main-tainight and tomorrow as a great treat see them at the big circus, a few of in devised to leave the same for the time such affidavit shall be filed.
prices. Questioned about the to the showgoors in the news co- the marvelous feats is to Kae the Improvement ot Hie minds, and not
"The court, bving fully convinced of
efforts of some manufacturers to
New Mexican of Santa lions ride horse back, the lion keeper for the debasement of the bodies; of the truth of such affidavit, may thi-n- ,
lumns
of
the
so."
will
Sometimes you
You can't always make everything "just
raise the price of rails from $28 a
'
was just plaa his bpad between the jaws of those who may come into Its posses- and not uittii thn, p nv't t "1 i
Fo, whore this picture
get lr. more shortening than usual; or make the batter a little thin; or
Mr.
would
not
that
ton,
say
Corey
In
a
oven
cake
in
I
i
the
ni
the moment it is
it may not be convenient to put
the
shown at the Elks' theater.
"King Joe," the largest Hon in cap- sion. To that end, aftpr duo delibera- piirliclpate
the Steel corporation prevented the
i
'
mixed; or your oven may not bake evenly and it Is necessary to turn
ut i
New Mexican states tliat it is tivity, then the herd of some twenty tion, it is my will, and I do hereby es- After whk'h a on ,
The
uncertainties
make
little
the slightest
the pan around none of these
advance.
as it elephants in bathing in the river and pecially provide, that no one who uy-Interest
time
at
of
a
exceptional
any
.
picture
difference in results if you use
lj.nypeM.at
..'
"It may have, ' he said. "I was op!
shows the complete life of the circus the men diving into the water from tobaoco by smokng or chewing, or beneficiary of U 11
posed to the raise myself, because I from
their
introducf
tli
of
intoxithe
to
elation
Is
and
shaH
backs,
in
it
be
habit
of
the
to
end;
real
i r
beginning
using
amusing
thought $28 wag a fair price."
tion to the picture shows where the watch the fifty funny clowns as they cating liquor as a beverage shall hnvt tainiiig to thi w of l
He added that the corporation
wagons are undoaded from the pull off their laugh producing stunts, any share of the property or income atilig liquoi Mth t o jii f '
could
make rails cheaper than its large
This modern, double-raiscourt in whic i is v 1 in
baking powder has unusual strength and
flat cars as the circus hits town, then which add greatly to the strength of thereof devised by me.
is absolutely certain to raise your- biscuits, cakes and pastry lifiht and
competitors.
bcti-- j ed,
canvass laid upon the picture.
who is 1 f i
c
tahf
larse
one
"Before
shall
we
see
any
the
any
feathery. It generates an abundance of leavening fjas both in the mixIb
no
deIt
into
doubt
or
place
n ( ft
f
to tal e j
i
but
arbiter
then
and
cfit
what
the
of r.ny property bfqutsailifd
pulled
Browi.e
the ground
ing bowl and in tiie oven. The raising is sustained until the dough Is
cooked through.
When you want a reliable medblne by the horses making the enourmos theater wUl do a capacity business on vised by mo, such one, my wife except- hear evidence pro and cm pertain;!Housewives who use K C never have "bad luck" with their baking.
for a cough or cold take Cahniber '.imt, then the seven, hundred perform- this special circus feature as It luim ed, ihaU fill in the court where Ibis tberelo,"
Try K C at our rink. Your grocer will refund your money if you are
Iain's
Couch Remedy.
It can always ers belli;,' fed and tho anlina'.a in the to have alrwidy 'nconra,T(l a lot of will may be iidmlttrd to prohat, hN
"
not pleased in every way.
,
57
be depended uin and is pleasant and
nt cUmo Intercut motig din i(hw.'ii'r of X.n? or her iir'idavit, arid imch trlh'T
!
a ,
f c:r; '';
J. i:. Cs-r.1arg ?,oo are n'0 hown
safe to take, For talo by all deah-r'
-loni? VcKilH.
nill
t .
;
to
the
r In
wo
r
TlH-i
'
ti.n i
AtiV.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY uPTIC. MONDAY,

IS

TEMPERATURE

iora in

and the Agricultural college recorded
66,947 miles, or 7.6 miles per hour.
The highest velocities at these stations were 43.46 and B0 miles, respecThe relative humidity avertively.
47
per cent at the Agricultural
aged
college, 58 per cent at Roswell and
51 per cent at Santa Fe.

17

YEARS

By Months.

January was a cool, clear, dry
month, a large part of the state reTHE YEAR 1912 ALSO DEFICIENT ceiving no precipitation, or but a
trace.
IN
IN PRECIPITATION
February was a cold, partly cloudy.
THE STATE.
rather wet month, with heavy snowSanta Fe, N. M., Jan. 25 The mean fall, the eastern counties, especially,
considerable
temperature of New Mexico for Hie had heavy snowfall,
cold
weather.
much
wind
and
2.1
year 1912, was 50.a degrees, or
March was a cold, cloudy, stormy
degrees below the normal, us deterwith large excess in precipidemonth,
mined by the monthly mems'aart
west
of the 105th Meridian.
tation
lowest
is
avera;;3
the
partures. This
snowfall occurred over the
reHeavy
been
has
that
temperature
yearly
corded since 1895, when sufficient northern districts, the western slopes
Cris-tstations were established to afford a of the Ban Juan and Sangre de
almost
unprecereceiving
with
ianges
fairly reliable mean. Compared1
dented fall.
1911, the year was 2.3 degrees colder,
April was a cold, stormy month
and 4.1 degrees colder than 1910. The
rather
of
steady cold with heavy snow
month
each
temperature during
the year averaged below the normal, In the mountains and fair rains In
counties and lower Rio
the departures running from 0.6 deGrande
valley.
below
4.3
to
In
degrees
August
grees
May began cold, with severe and
in April. Marked deficiencies ocfrost almost to our southdamaging
March,
April,
curred in February,
ern border, but closed dry, hot and
June, September and December.
The deficiency in temperature, too, clear. The season, held in check so
was general throughout the state, late, began with a rush. Streams were
with the exception of a slight excess at flood tide.
in eastern Sierra county, and at June was a cool, partly cloudy,
nor
Cloudcroft, on the Sacramento moun- showery month, much above the
mal
in
ocaiding
precipitation,
greatly
tains. The greatest deficiency
curred in the extreme southwest the favorable advance of the season.
lrom central Dona Ana to western High water continued in the Rio
Grant county), in southwest Mora Grande, with some damage.
July was a cool, cloudy and showand northern Colfax, Rio Arriba and
month, somewhat below normal
ery
the
temperValencia counties, where
both in temperature and precipitation,
ature averaged 3 degrees or more
but wet in the southwest and the
the normal,
The highest annual mean tempera western counties.
ture waa 61.0 degrees at Carlsbad, August was hot and dry until the
and the highest recorded temperature 13th, then wet, partly cloudy and
IOC degrees at the Rio Grande dam cool, closing above normal in precipi
and at Lake Valley on July 10. Tnis tation, but wet in the southwest and
was probably the warmest day ot the the western counties.
August was hot and ory until the
year. Temperature ot 100 degrees or
then wet, partly cloudy and
13th,
stations
at
southern
liigher occurred;
from May to August, Inclusive, Jul cool, closing above normal In precip
was the warmest month, with an av itation. Rather heavy thunderstorms
rage temperature ot 71.3 degrees. occurred in all parts of the state.
September was a cold, dry month
The lowest mean annual temperature
that
was 37.3 degrees at Ellzabethtown, with early and severe frosts
and the lowest recorded temperature were general and damaging in north22 degrees below zero at Vlrsylvia on ern and central counties the 17th to
This was much the 23d. The month was the coldest on
December 22
coldest month of the year, and the record for September.
October was a cool, partly cloudy
probably the coldest day.
The precipitation ol the state av month, with light snowfall.
November was cool, clear and dry,
waged 13.92 Inches, which Is 0.65 inch
below the normal. January, Septem with no precipitation over much of
ber and November were far below the state. Little snow occurred.
December was cold, a steady cold
and February, May, July, October aiid
December were slightly below, while but not severe, and with fair snowMarch and June had a considerable fall, heavy In the southwest counties
excess and August a small amount in and the low ;r Rio Grande valley.
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
excess of the normal. By districts,
Section Director.
the lower Rio Grande and southwest
exceeded the normal, also southwest
Sau Miguel, northeast Union, northeast Colfax, and the higher parts of Restoration to Entry of Lands In National Forest.
he Capitan and Sacramento mounNotice is hereby given that the
tains, elsewhere a deficiency occur lands described below, embracing
red, ranging Ciom one to two inches, 160.48 acres, within the Pecos Nationor more, over th-- plains country, the al Forest, New Mexico, will be subject
middle and upper Rio Grande valley to settlement and entry under the provisions of the homestead laws of the
The
and the west and northwest
United States and the act of June 11,
Islghcr districts generally showed the 1906 (34 Stat, 233), at the United
States land office at Santa Fe, New
greatest deficiency.
The precipitation was exceedingly Mexico, on March 4, 1913. Any settler who was actually and an good
iocal in character, but in a general faith
claiming any of Bald lands lor
usfollowed
the
the
way
precipitation
agricultural purposes prior to Januual distribution; the lower channels ary 1, 1906, and has not abandoned
of the San Juan and Rio Grande and same, has a preference right to mLke
a homestead entry for the land actual
jLhe Sacramento valley had less than
ly occupied. Said lands were listed
:i9 inches; the eastern plains, the St.
upon the applications of the persons
Augustinep lalns and the northwest mentioned below, who have a preferplateau had 10 to 15 Inches, and the ence right subject to the prior right
of any such settler, provided such
higher mountain districts of the settlor
or applicant Is qualified to
north, the southeast and Bouthwest make homestead entry and the preferhad 15 to 20 inches or more. The ence right Is exercised prior to March
greatest amount was 30.66 inches at 4, 1913, on which date the lands will
Anchor mine, near the crest of the be subject to settlement and entry by
any qualified person. The lands are
iange In northern Ti.oi county. No as follows: The B
of W Vi of SE
other station exceeded 30 inches. The Vt of SE Vt. the W
ot SE
of E
of SB Vt, the E V, of SW Vt of
least amount was 5 03 Inches at the
ot SE Vt
Rio Grande Industrial school, south of NB Vt of SB H, the W
NE Vt, of SE 'A, the SE Vt of NW
Amounts less than 6 of
Albuquerque.
Vt of NE Vt of SE Vt, Sec. 4, the N
Inches were recorded at Cluewater Vi of NE Vt of NB Vt of NE Vt, the
(5.14) and Los Lunas (5.47), while SE Vt of NE Vt of NE Vt of NE V.
of NW Vt of
more than two dozen stations had Sec. 9, the S Vi of N
NW V of NW Vt.
less than 10 Inches during the year. NW Vt, the E M of
of NE V of
of NW
, the N Vi
Tho greatest monthly amount was NW Y of NW Vi., the Mi V of SE
3.20 inches at Anchor nine In March, of NW Vt. the NW
ot NE V ot
of
of NE
and the greatest In any 21 hours 4.05 NW , the N Vt of SW
Tho average NW 4, and the SW Vt of NE V ot
sit Clovis on' August
Sec. 10, T. 17 N..
inch or NE Vi of NW M,
numbers ot days with
R. 14 E.. N. M. P. M.,' except a
more precipitation was 53, a little strip 30 feet described as follows:
above the normal.
Beginning at a point 10 chains S.
The snowfall averaged .12.2 inches and 13.85 chains E. of the NT corof tne ner of Sec. 10, extending thence 15
which Is 4 inches m
feet on each side of a line running
normal. February, March April and N. 15 deg. W. 40 chains; N. 77 deg.
Becember were , months of heavy W, 2.14 chains, N. 66 deg. W. 2.65
snowfall, and light amounts occurred chains, N. 80 deg. W. 4.73 chains, N.
deg. W. 3.65 chains, N 72 deg.
in January, May, October and Novem- 89
W. 2.23 chains, N. 36 deg. W. 2.20
ber.
chains, N. 32 deg. W. 2.09 chains,
The sunsshine of the year averaged N. 6 deg. W. 1.42 chains, N. 32 deg.
about normal, there were 206 clear W. 1.75 chains to the place where
the end of the strip closes on the
days, 114 partly cloudy and but 46
of the tract; and beginning
boundary
eloudy. Santa Fe had 79 per cent of at a point 5 chains W. and .50
Ros-vewhile
the total possible sunshine,
chains N. of the SE corner of Sec.
4, extending 15 feet on each side of
had 74 per cent.
a line running N. 32 deg. W. 1 chain,
The winds were prevailing
6 de. W. 3 chains, N. 8 deg. E.
and. as a wuole, the year N.
cuams, n. 0
4.48
chams, N.
rather given to blustery, windy detr. W. 4 chains, N. 20 deg. W. 2.37
with jrrcatcr movement than chains, N. 1 deg- - SO min. W. 3.10
;.)!.
3 chains, N. 25
storm velocities. chain-,- . N. 7 deg.
I'.ni. !,hi i, 'it ho
2.75 chains to tha place
W.
tr;'!-a- ,
8
3
or
,.;:, i4 y r,.. ,,rrM 75,C19
wutire the end tit Wft alrlp closea on
th i.otm.Jurr or tiifl tract; tli net
fen.-bnWtg 75,f6 aw;. Hub! tr.v t
o

west-centr-

be-lo-

em-es-

ll

south-vc;1ptH-

!

was listed upon the application of
Jose Leon Solano, Porvenir, New Mex-A tract within
ico; List
but what will probably be,
when surveyed. Sec. 7, T. 15 N., R.
14 E., described by metes and bounds
as follows: Beginning at corner No.
,
1, a sandstone marked
whence
corner No. 3 of small holding claim
No. 5512, Tr. 4. bears S. 44 deg. 30
min. W. 4 chains; extending thence
S. 24 deg. E. 6 chains; thence S. 6
deg. E. 6.10 chains; thence S. 17
deg. E. 4.32 chains; thence N. 31
degj. 30 mln. E. 10 chains; thence
N. 36 deg. W. 11.25 chains; thence
8. 44 deg. 30 mln. W. 4 chains tc
corner No. 1, the place of beginning.
mere ib excepted tnereirom a strip
30 feet wide described as follows:
Beginning at a point on a line between corners 5 and 6 of the tract, N.
36 deg. W. 1 chain distant from cor
ner No. 5, extending thence 15 feet
on each side of a line running S.
48 deg. 45 mln. W. 7.80 chains to the
place where the end of the strip
closes on the boundary line of the
tract; the net area being 7.25 acres.
fiald tract was listed imon the anDli- catlon of Celestlno Sanchez, San Jose.
A tract oi
New Mexico; List
15.67 acres within unsurveyed, but
what will probably be, when Burveyea,
So. ii T is N. w. 14. W... described
by metes and bounds as follows: Be
ginning at corner No. 1, a standstone
whence the quarter cormarked H-ner hotwApn Sees. 11 nnd 12 bears S.
59 deg. E. 26 chains; extending thence
S. 68 deg. 30 mln. W. 21.60 chains;
thfitica N. 82 dee. 30 mln. W. 9 chains:
thence N. 9 deg. E. 6 chains; thence
N. 77 deg. E. 24.80 chains; mence
8. B9 deg. E. 2.50 chains to corner
No. 1, the place of beginning. Said
front wan listed unon the aoolicatlon
of Reyes Jaramlllo, Mineral Hill, New
A tract within
Mexico; List
unsurveyed, but what will probably
be, when surveyed, sec. is, i . io
m
v. dpKorihert hv metes and
a
bounds as fol'lows: Beginning at cor
ner No. 1, a sandstone marKea n-- i,
tc h on nt fnmer No. 2 on the west line
of Las Vegas Grant (Johnson survey)
bears S. 78 deg. 30 min. ts. i.ti
cha!n.i, N. 15 deg. E. 11.20 chains,
oriri w n. iW v.. 25.16 chains: ex
tending thence S. 58 deg. 30 min. W.
15 chains; thence N. 70 ueg. w.
29.50 chains; thence S. 29 deg. 30
mln. E. 24 chains; thence is. 6S.n
chains; thence N. 11 deg. E. 17s
chains to corner No. 12 of Luz
claim; thence N. 78 deg. 30
min. W. 7.44 chains to corner No. 1,
the place of beginning. There is ex
.ontoj horpfrnm b. Ht.riD 30 feet wide
Beginning at
described as follows:
a point on the line betwewen corners1 or,
tract 5.30 chains dlsv
v. tho
auu nt
tant from corner No. 2, extending
thence 15 feet on each side or a line
to
runningi S. 55 deg. E. 16 chains
the place where the end of the strip
closes on the boundary line of the
su acres.
tract; the net area being 62.the
appll-ISaid tract was listed upon
uauuu ui ...wiL.' (too Martinez.. Ponll,
1

H-l-

l,

n

Jara-millo'-

L

nTofi.
number 11.

m

Approved,

T.lst

S. V. Proudflt,
Assistant Commissioner of the General Land Office.
1912.

Restoration to Eniry of Lands In Na

tlonal Forest.
given that the
lands' described below, embracing
iaa.98 acres, withii, the Pecos Nation
al Forest, New Mexico, will be subject to settlement and entry under
tha nrovlsions nf the homestead laws
of the United States and the act of
June 11, 1906, (34 Stat., 233), at tne
United States land ofiice at banta
Notice is hereby

F
New Mevico. on March 4. 1913.
Any settler who was actually and in
good faith claiming any of said lands

for agricultural purposes prior to January 1, 1906, and has not abandoned
same, has a preference right to make
a homestead entry for the lands actually occupied. Said lands were list- s
ed upon the applications of the
mentioned below, who have a
preference right subject to the prior
right ot any such settler, provided
such settler or applicant is quaiinea
t.. mnko hmnpfitPHit
p.ntrv and the
preference right Is exercised prior to
March 4, 1913, on wnicn aaie me
lands will be subject to settlement
and entry by any qualified person.
The lands are as lOllows: The SW
Va, Sec. 3, T. 13 N., R. 13 E., N.
M. P. M., containing 160 acres, application of Telesfor Serna, Rlbera,
The W Vt
New Mexico; List
of E
of W
of NW Vt, the W
of NW 14. Sec. 3, T. 13 N., K. 13 E..
of W
the SW Vi. of SW Vi, the W
Vi of SE lA of SW V and the S V of
Sec. 34,
S A of NW Vt ot SW
unsurveyed T. 14 N., R. 13 E., containing 160 acres, application of Jesus
Serna, Ribera, New Mexico; List
A tract within unsurveyed, buf
what will probably be, when surveyed, Sec. 12, T. 15 N., R. 13 E., fol
hv metes iand bounds as
lows: Beginning at corner No. 1, a
,
whence the
sandstone marked
,
1.
quarter corner between Sec.
15 N., R. 13 E., and Sec 7, T. 15
N., R. 14 E., on range line run by
Harvey G. Bardsley, U. S. surveyor
(unapproved survey), hears S. 63
mln.
deg., E 1 chain, 8. 11 deg. 45extend-!.,
E 8 chains, and E 50 chains;
th..ne N. 40 deu. 30 mln. W.
19.43 chains; thence N. 6 dog. K 9
chains; thence N. 86 deg. W.
chains; thence S. 22 deg. 15 mln. E.
25 chains; thence S. 49 deg. K.
vio,. UiAiiro N. S8 dee. E. 5.08
chains to corner No. 1, the place of
is excepted mar
beginning. There
o ,trin 90 feet wldft described
as follows: Beginning at a point on
the east line or tne ortract, iroiu
tne nsieu
corner No. 1
whence
. . vnor - R. SR detr.- K.- 5.90
chains
.UKt U"'
distant and corner No. 2 bears Nex38 deg. W 13.53 chains aisiaui,
side of
tending thence 15 feet on each
a line running N. 79 deg. 30 mln. W.
7.40 chains to the place where theend of the strip closes on the bounatran. tina net area be
In 14.42 acres. Said tract was list
ed upon the application of vicenw
Lift
Tne Knwr Mexico:
SW M of NE
Tha NE Vt
' it or RJi
l"
Vt, tiit NW 'A of f
of t.H ri. the
W U. f K'R A of
Vt of
En ',; vtnc Vt of
pre-son-

H-l-

i,-- .-

tri.i

JANUARY 27, 1913.
'

of SE Vi. of SE V of NE Vi,
the E
Sec. 27, T. 17 N., R. 13 E., contain

Restoration to Entry of Lands In National Forest.
Notice is hereby given that the
lands described below, embracing
451.32 acres, within the Pecos National
Forest, New Mexico, will be subject
to settlement and entry under the
provisions of the homestead laws of
the United States and the act of June
11, 1906 (34 Stat., 233), at the United
States land office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on March 4, 1913. Any settler
who was actually and in good faith
claiming any of Baid lands for agricul
tural purposes prior to January 1,
1906. and has not abandoned same,
has a preference right to make a
homestead entry for the lands actually occupied. Said lands were listed
upon the applications of the persons
mentioned below, who have a preference right subject to the prior right
of any such settler, provided such
settler or applicant Is qualified to
make homestead entry and the preference right is exercised prior to March
4, 1913, on which date the lands will
be subject to settlement and entry
by any qualified' person. The lands
are as follows: A tract within unsurveyed, but what will probably be,
when surveyed, Sec. 13, T. 15 N., R.
14 E., N. M. P. M., described by
metes and bounds as follows: Begin
ning at corner No. 1, a sandstone
, whence the
corner
marked
on the west boundary line of the Las
Vegas Grant bears N. 72 deg. E. 25.16
chains; extending thence N. 18 deg.
W. 19 chains; thence N. 12 deg. 15
min. E 15.14 chans; thence W. 6.55
chains; thence S. 9 chains; thence N.
34.50 chains;
75 deg. 15 min. W.
thence S. 25.85 chains, thence S.

IDE LOBBY BESTABBAHT AflB CAFI

THE OPTIC

ing 32 Vi acres, application or Juan3Encinas, Rowe, New Mexico; list or SE ,
1630. The W
of SW
the N
the NE
of SW Yi of SE
or His
Vs of SE Vi, of SW
, the
Of SE
Of SE V Of NW
, tbf
8
of SB Vt, th
S
of SW Vl of NW
of SW V. and
8 Vi of SE M of NB
of SE Vi. of SW Vt, Bet.
the E
. T.
18 N.. K. 12 E., containing
70 acres, application of Maximo Urban, Pecos, New Mexico; List
Approved, December 11, 1912. 8. V.
Proudflt, Assistant Commlssolner 0'
the General Land Office.

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

THS BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

WANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

COLUMN
RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & EL
A.

Regular communication first aod
third Thursday in
each month. VisiUng
brothers cordially invited. Wm. P. Mills.
W. M.. H. 8 .Van Petten,
Secretary.

A

ADVER

TISEMENTS

M.

NO. .

LODGE

DORADO

1

KNIGHTS

OF
THIAS Meets
ery Monday eve
in
Castl
ning
Hall
Vlsltinj
Knights ar cord!
ally invited. Chaa
Liebachnef, Chaa
cellor Commandei
Harry Martin, Keeper of Record
and Seal.

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a Una. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy lei space than two
conclave see. d Tuea-4line. All advertl mentt charged
day in each month at Mawill be booked at space actually est,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H. F. O. E.
without regard to number of words.
Meets first and third Tuea
Klnkel, E. C; Chas. Tamme, ReCash In advance preferred.
day evenings each month at Wood
corder.
men Hall. Visiting brothers cordi
ally invited to attend. A. M. Adlet
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary '
Reg-Tkul-

"'

Hi
J

r

I. J

u

OPTIC'8

AL ARCH

m

m

..f

ii

NUMBER,

MASONS

RegtJar

con

vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple, a 7:30 p. m. M.
R. Williams, H P., F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

'.i

t.

MAIN

RANSFORD

Wanted
Reliable woman to assist
with nursing at Las Vegaa hospital.

WANTED

CHAPTER

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second an
Thursday
evening
at V. O. W. Hall. VIsttlnj.
brothers cordially Invited.
Dr. H
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. Thornhtn
Secretary.
fourth

NO. 2, O. E.

8. Meets first and tnird Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnea Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

LOCAL

TIME CAHi)

EAST BOUND

Arrive

Depart
No. 2... . 9:10 p. m.. t. . 9:15 p. m.
WANTED:
NO, No. 4... .11:05 p. m
Ladies or gentlemen de FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
11:05 p. m
102 Mees every Monday night at No. 8.. . 2:05 a. m
2:10 a. m
siring employment at good pay. Call
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at No. 10.
room 32 La Pension, between 6:30
.
45 p. m
2:10 p. m
8 o'clock.
are
and 9 o'clock p m.
Visiting
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
WEST BOUND
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary; No. 1... 1:20 p. m
1:45 p. m.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
No.
6:15 a. m
3... 6:10 a. m
No.
4:30 p. m
7... 4:20 p. m
17.67 FOR RENT Two or three light MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA No. 9... 6:35 p. m
E.
15
min.
83
deg.
7:00 p. m
chains; thence L. 6.14 chains; thence
housekeeping rooms; furnished or
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
35
W. 6.10 chains; thence S.
deg
unfurnished. 303 Grand.
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
W. 3.88 chains; thence S. 78 deg
ATTORNEYS
on the second and fourth Fridays
30 min. E. 30.50 chains; thence N. 15
furnished
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
deg. E. 11.20 chains to corner No. FOR RENT rTwo room
HUNKER & HUNKER
1. the place of beginning. There is ex
house, 921 Lincoln.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk.
H.
wide
30
a
Hunker Chester A. Hune
feet
therefrom
George
strip
cepted
Visiting members are especially
described by metes and1 bounds as roi FURNISHED
Attorneye-at-LaROOMS, home comforts
welcome and cordially invited.
lows: Beginning at a point due east
New Mexitw
Las Vegas.
no sickness. 803
H-l-

1

.

:

For Rent

w

and 55 links distant from corner No.
4 of the tract, and extending thence
15 feet on each side of a line running
S. 37 deg. E. 8 chains to the place
where the end of the strip closes on
the boundary line of the tract listed;
the net area being 121.32 acres. Said
tract was listed upon the application
ot Luz Jaramlllo, Mineral Hill, New
of SR
The S
Mexico; List
of SE
Vtot SE Vt. the S Vi of N
A of SE Vi Set 4, the NE Vt of NE
ot SE Vt of NE
of E
Vt, the E
ot NW , the
Vt, Sec. 9, the NW
of
of NW Vt, the N
N Vi of SW
S
, of SW V of NW Vt, and the
SW Vt of SW Vt of SW Vt of NW Vt,
Sec. 10. T. 13 N., R. 13 JS., contain
ing 152.5 acres, application of AureNew
Mexico;
Rioera,
lia Serna,
iist
The E Vi of NW Vt, the E
the
NW
Vt,
Vs
of
W
ft
of E
of NW Vt of NE Vt, the
of W
W
NW Vi. of SW Vt ot NE Vt, tne N
of SW Vt ot SW Vt of NE Vt, the 8
of NE Vt of SW Vt of NE Vt, the
of
SE Vt of SW Vt of NE Vt, the S
NW Vt of SB Vt ot NE Vt, the SW
W of SE Vt ot NE Vt, the NE Vt of
NE Vt ot NV Vt ot SE Vt, and the
NW Vt of NW Vt of NE Vt ot SE Vt,
Sec. 4, T. 13 N., R. 13 E., containing
160 acres,
application of Juan B.
Serna, Riben, New Mexico; List
The SW rk of NW of NW Vt
of NE Vt, theNW Vt ot SW Vt of NW
of NE Vt of NE
Vt of NE Vt, the S
Vt of NW Vt, the N Vt of SE 54 of NE

Jackson.

J. E. ROSENWALD

LODGE NO. 541
DENTISTS
Meet
every first
In
of
the
month
the
vestry
Tuesday
CLIFFORD PLEW
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
FOR SALE Household furniture. 811
Room 3, Pioneer Bldg.
Dentist,
m.
are
brothers
o'clock p.
Visiting
National avenue.
Olive 546
Residence
Telephone
Isaac Appol,
cordially Invited.
Main 6f
Office Telephone
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
FOR SALE Two good' family cows,
retary.
fresh two months. Inquire Optic.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.

For Sale

I. O. of B. B.

COUNFOR SALE Two mares, one sorrel KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
and one brown, Saturday at 10 a.
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
m. at clly hall. Ben Cole3.
Pioneer building.
Visiting memRichard
Invited'.
are
bers
cordially
FOR SALE AT ONCE Good uprlgnt
G. K.; Frank AngeL F. S.
Devlne,
and
household
Mrs.
furniture.
piano
J. P. McDonald, 1023 Lincoln. Tele
phone Purple 522.
I. O. O. F. LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO.
1. Meets every Monday evening at
LOST A brlndle Boston bull dog, an
their hall on Sixth street All visitswers to the name of Shake. Reing brethren cordially Invited to at
turn to H. W. Kelly's residence, 825
tend. J. D. Friedenstlne, N. G.;
Sixth street. Reward.
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
FOR SALE Household goods, farmC. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
ing Implements, 1 Bain wagon, 1
sulky buggy, 34 chickens, 2 horses,
2 rolls chicken wire. Mrs. P. C. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Nlsson, North Fourth street.
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth14 of NW Vt, and the NE Vt of SW Vt
ers are cordially invited. P. D.
ot NE Vt of NW Vt, Sec. 19, T. 18
acres,
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con-N., R. 15 E., containing 17
application of Verneranda Gonzales, FOUND Breast pin, horseshoe and
don, Secretary.
An
Sapello, New Mexico; List
bar. Owner can have same by pay.
proved, December 11. 1912. S. V.
ing for advertising and small reProudflt, Assistant Commissioner of
ward. Optic.
the General' Land Office.

Found

Crockett Building.
Main 111
Main 1M

Office Telephone
House Telephone

DR. F. R. LORD
Will be associated witn Dr. Clifford

Plew Indefinitely.
PIONEER BUILDING.
Main t'i
Office Telephone
Main 418
Residence Telephone
DR.

F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices.
Tel. Main 136
Room 7 Center Block.
East Las VegaB, Ni M.
Persons troubled with partial paralysis are of'en very much benefited
the affected parts
by massaging
thoroughly when applying Chamberlain's Liniment. This liniment also
relieves rheumatic pains. For sale by
all dealers. Adv.
.

RETAIL PRICES

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,

and believe

him

perfectly honorable

In pU business transactions and fin- e .tjunly able to carry out any obliga
tions made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OP COMMERCE,
Toledo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter
nally acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces ,of the Bystem.
Testimonials sent free. Trice 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con

stipation.

1

Business,.

50 lbs. to

Lets than

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glaxing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
eat Bld Plajta
.
Old Towt

H. C. YOUNG
Lock and Gunsmith
Bicycle and
general Repairing
r'ICTURBJ FRAMING A SPECIALTY
20 Sixth St.
East Las Vegas.
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100 lbs.
100 Iba.
100 Iba.
100 lbs.
100 Ibt.

PUR A COMPANY

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all of
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth most.

HERMAN

N.

200 lbs., Each Delivery
Iba. Each Delivery

20c per
25c per
30c per
40o per
60c per

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natufal Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegaa Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

aica 0.pa as Tin a

x

5t

AG

Directory

Automobile, Carriage

i

2,000 lbs. op More, Each Delivery
1,000 Ibt. to 2,000 iba., Each Delivery
200 Iba. to 1,000 Ibt., Each Delivery

TVtt
i

;LD LV CIlLuUOrS LVLi;'.",;;.;

,i

Z

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to someone
and would never hear ot
here.
advertised
were
your property unless It
who reads the ads. in this newspaper

Others, who read find ans rer ads. in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay cash tor) books, automobiles, uBed machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified adB. are read by all possible buyers, ot all possible sorta of things, they have come to be finders of the beet
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Opportunity Is Knocking at Your Door. Throw Open the Portal and
Seize Her Before She Flits, As It Is Stated She Never Comes But Once.

a Wonder u 0

he H

The Daily Optic and Either the Woman's Home Companion, McCIure'sflagazine or
the National Sportsman, the newspaper by carrier and the periodical by mail, for $7.50
per year IN ADVANCE.
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The Daily Optic and either of the three periodicals, all by mail, $6.50 per year IN
ADVANCE.

our Subscription at
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A marriage license was issued Sat-

L

urday afternoon at the court house
to Demetrio Anaya, aged CO, and
Beneranda Saiz, aged 21, both resiLicenses
dents of San Augustin.
at the court
were
issued
this
morniug
06
at
Light automoh'le lamps
house to Elolsa Padllla, aged 19, and
o'clock this evening.
Placido Apodaca, aged 20, both of La
ot
Mr. and MrB. Clarence Bowman ot Cuesta; Helena Salazar, aged 15,
Monto-ya- ,
and
Las
Malaquias
Dispensas,
Ocate are receiving congratulations
aged 19, of Laa Tuzas.
on the birth ot a daughter.

L0CAI- NEWS

Oleomargarine

G

BRAND

MARIGOLD

Equal to the Finest Creamery Butter

BIG GAME OF HIE

season

THIS

EVENING
High

For 1913

school and normal will

at

Siurgis
Luxury Carriages and

armory for
clash
W. T. Vandament of Medaryville,
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
championship.
to
city
In the wood. Direct from distillery to Ind., arrived yesterday afternoon
take charge of the body of his brother-in-you. At the Lobby, of course. AdY.
This evening at the armory the
law,
Elmer Kirkpatrick, who
school and the Normal UniverThe United States postoffice de died Friday as the result of a fall High
Auto Collapsible Qo-Ca- rts
,
teams will meet, the
basketball
partment has commissioned A. Anas- - from a horse. Mr. Vandament wll' sity
ofl
for the championship
tacio Baca as a fourth class postmast- take the body to Ulysses, Neb., for game being
Both teams are in excelLas
Vegas.
for
leave
that
burial.
will
He
place
of a .
M.
er at Quemado, N.
for the game and have
condition
lent
2
No.
this evening.
on Santa Fe train
been working hard in practice. The
Mrs. Miguel A. Baca and children The body was prepared ror its jourcontest will be a fast one from start
have moved from their former resi- ney by J. C. Johnsen and Son.
to finish. As a preliminary to the
dence at Upper Town to the Miguel
big game of the evening the eightn
A. Baca residence on the West side.
The circus, the great Hagenback grade girls' team of toe Normal school
and Wallace circus; 4 reels; a picture and the eighth grade girls' team of
C,
The, Missionary Tea of the Ladies for children and
The
the city schools will give an interest
everybody.
church
of
the
Presbyterian
League
wagons and big tents being un- ing exhibition of basketball. The pre
will he entertained bv Mrs. C. D
loaded from the freight cars; the big liminary game will start at 8 o'clock,
toucher at her home on Third street. tent
being put up for the circus; the the big gam? to follow immedaltely at
&
Tuesday afternoon at 2:30.
700 circus people being fed; the wild the conclusion of the preliminary
animals being fed; the complete cir game.
Through Rev. E. C. Anderson, a do cus is here
The lineup of the Normal team will
pictured everytning
reExclusive Local Agents
nation of 300 volumes has been
seen under the big stretoh of canvas; be as follows: Ellis and Koogler, forceived by Secretary LeNolr for the
mile-lonthe
parade; the 60 funny wards; White or Stewart, center;
new library at the Y. M. C. A. The
as going to the Larrazolo and Gallegos, guards.
the.same
clowns;
just
and
volumes received are assorted
Is bound to
that
The lineup of the High school learn
circus;
picture
big
the works of many well known authi
everybody. The Browne thea will be as follows: L. Bowen, center;
please
ors are among the lot
ii,
i. 1 Jefferson Raynolds, President.
ter tonight and Tuesday. Admission W. Koogler and Hart (cart), for
E. D. Raynolds.YIce President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
G.'ille-go- s
L.
and
10 and 20 cents.
wards; F. McCullough
Tomorrow evening the second Jan
S. B. Davis, Vfce President
H.
Erie Hoke, Assasitant Cashier.
guards.
uary meeting of B. P. O. ElkB lodge
9
o'clockk
at
the
at
This
morning
No. 408 will be held at the Elks'
I wish to announce to the public
oc
club. All visiting Elks are cordially Church of Our Lady of Sorrows
v
I have purchased the Ideal Sanitary
that
M'.3n
icenta
Several candidates Will be curred' the marriage of
Invited.
;r--.
and equipments and intend to
Mares.
The
Feliciano
and
Dairy
initiated at this meeting and othei Gallegos
the
of
Las
citizens
Vegas
matters of importance will be brought ceremony was performed in the pres furnish the
ence of a large number of Mends and best quality of pure, sanitary milk that
relatives of the bride and groom by can be produced, all bottles, cans and
sterilized. In
who Rev. Father Paul Uilberton. Mr. anl utensils being thoroughly
Judson P. Moore of Deming,
aeratthe
with
connection
T.
sterilizing,
Mrs.
Antonio
attended
the
Senai
had been a patient at the New Mexico
I have inand
Folmachines,
cooling
the
at
chancel.
and
bride
ing
groom
Hospital for the Insane for several
,.OF LAS VEGAS, N. M
a re- stalled a complete bottling machine
weeks and who died at that institu- lowing the wedding ceremonies
hands
the
for
was
it
and
Mares
Mr.
Mrs.
unnecessary
for
making
tion on Thursday of last week, was ception
come in contact with the milk in
Services were held given at the home of Fabian Gallegos, to
burled
today.
manner whatever. Purity and
Mrs.
bride.
Mr.
and
of
the
any
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
this afternoon from the chapel of the father
is our motto, and I Invite
cleanliness
of
are
Mares
peop'.e
popular
young
Las Vegas Undertaking company and
is a Inspection. By honest and fair dealOur Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Acwere conducted by the Rev. E. C. An- prominent families. Mr. iviarfs
Al. res, newly elected ing,
son
P
of
Jose
treating the people right and
derson. Interment was In the Mason,
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
justice of the peace for omi of the keeping at all times any extras you
ic cemetery.
he may wish we hope to continue to build
West side precincts. At
El Independlente. Mr, up our trade. At any time of the day
This evening at the Elks' club the Is employed by
Interest Pais! on Time Deposits
Mares will reside on the you want any extras you may get
Mrs.
and
will
team
McWenie
Hoke team and the
also
I
side.
the
them
West
dairy.
calling
up
by
roll their game In the bowling tourna
want to say that I have had four years
ment. The game will be of unusual
experience in the dairy business in
interest, for should the McWenie teairJuugu D. K. Murray nauded out 110 Las
Vegas and have enjoyed a nice
win, it will give the Ament team til days uiis morning to seven oiteuders,
building mp from four to 100
trade,
in
SO
lone position of the
Wai'Q, colored, received an
iiany
cows.
This is a fairly good showing
1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT 101111
the bowling league. The game will day sentence tor carrying a concealed
our custreated
we
have
and
proves
VV'urd was arrested uy
commence at 8:30 o'clock and all weapon.
tomers right. Help us continue and
OUicer jU li. iNonis in the vicmElks and their ladles are cordially In
Call and see our
T.re will help you.
vited to attend.
ity of Gross, Kelly and Company s bunch of well
cows and
healthy
fed,
Mcwarenouscs.
iu. Bumugeo, T.
to
trouble
No
room.
milk
sanitary
Thursday evening the junior gym- Cioud and i. Aureu were also arrest show you around. All cows tuberculnasium class of the Y. M. C. A. will ed by Officer iNorris while alighting
osis Inspected.
give its exhibition in the gymnasium Ironi the from end pi the California
Very respectfully.
exhi
three
The
..this
The
of the association building.
Jjimited
morning.
J. M. ACKERMAN.
bition will be an interesting one and road gents were given 10 aays each
TV.
'.
'J'.J
y
John
will be in charge of the boys, Secre on the city gang. John battel,
4
a
dram
Qf Old Taylor bourbon
Try
tary LeNoir saving charge ot the Uzabaho and J f. Flanuigan were at the Opera Bar. Adv.
games only. Forty boys will partici arrested yesterday by Officer Jesse
pate In the exhibition. Tickets are be Hunzaker ior vagrancy. All three
OVERLAND liODX 59 T
TO CLASSIFY.
ing sold by the boys and are selling gents had been seen bumming on the
TOO
at five cents a foot.
city streets and had beeu warned to
get out of 'town, but evidently pre- LOST A brtndle bull pup with white
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
the
work
10
on
com
1
ferred
doing
days
Fire
Hose
and
old.
E.
months
Romero
The
face and feet about
senshow you.
4
Return to 612 Main street. Reward.
pany members said today they hoped city streets, as Judge Murray
to
them
task.
this
tenced
in
Las
Vegas
that other organizations
to give social
would not arrange
Co
FOR SALE Oliver typewriter No. 5,
Machine
Las Vegas Automobile
events on the night of February 22 or
perfect condition, bargain. The RoNORMAL GIRLS WON
senthal Furniture company.
otj dates near that time, as they hope
On Saturday morning at the armory,
Whalen, & Fowler Prtps
Phone Main 344.
to make their Washington Birthday
the
unannounced practice game,
an
in
ball a big success. The E. Romeros Normal
girls' basketball team defeatdeclare they have had this date to? ed the Santa Fe high school girls'
years and believe It is theirs hy prior basketball team by the score of 13 to
serright. As they are voluntary
8. The game, it Is said, was a close
their
think
vants of the people they
one throughout, the Normal team havbenefit dance should be well
ing much difficulty in defeating the
Santa Fe glils. The lineup of the
Webster City, la'.T DWT26- .- Spei !al; unlesS"Jttdse Gower of Kankakee, 111,,
and E, M,. Theblay of Eagle Grove, la.,
teams was as follows: Santa Fe high
The committee earned py Iowa stock
were removed from the committee.
school Dorothy Safford and Helen
holders In the independent Harvester
After several days of further useWinters, forwards; Annie Kaune and
Miriam
company of Piano, 111., to Investigate less negotiations the commlttea had
Dorothy llayward, centers;
Cartwrlsht and Consuclo liergore,
the financial condition of that con- a conference with the harvester comre
Their
home.
vn hovn returned
pany's attorney. The committee reguards. Normal school Louise Traencour- ports, however, that nil they were
boy and Josephine Young forwards
port, however, is anything .but
Hamilton able to draw "from this attorney Grace Huntly and Lola llixenlmugh,
auinpr and stockholders in
state
over
the
of perspiration to M3 brow,"
centers; Sadie Tooker and May Cul
elsowhere
and
county
After further maneuvering
the
are hundreds are sore
berson, guards.
there
of
whom
. . . ,
mot the presTCent,
committee
finally
,
ly disappointed.'
Tho Iowa committee was composeu The committee; however, found hiia 11'
MRS. WHITE'S FUNERAL.
inof A. h. Mi'lilloton and E. M. Theblay humored and his replies "dilatory,
The funeral ot Mrs. William White
We are daily presenting our
evasive."
to
and
Atked
Their
percomplete
investigation
Grove.
EaRle
of
was held this alteruoon at 22 o'clock
A
with com mit me lowa stockholders to have a
in
conjunction
made
Tesults of perfect laundering to
waa
from the homo of Mr. and Mrs.
mittees from the Dakotas, Illinois representative on the boards of diCharles Rogers on North Eighth
hundreds of patrons, who are
and Minnesota. Tho committee re rectors, President Thompson told ibent
street. The services were largely atcom- they might have one "when the comports that the answers of the
Mrs.
endorsing it with their conWhite
and
tended by friends of
pany has sold Ell its stock."
Soma
to
questions
officers
pertinent
pany
were conducted by Rev- - Norman Skin
tinued patronage
RCOO.OOO
eva
has
b3en
.and
JV
were
sold,
already
Incomplete'
dilatory,
ner. Interment was In the family
700,000 of which was sold the last
sive."
in
The
Masonic
pall
cemetery.
plot
There were 20 representatives of year.
SHIRTS, COLLARS,
bearers were D. T. Iloskins, Charles
The committee Is still working along
stockholders present at the investhe
ConW.
D.
O.
ft. Schaeffer,
Tamme,
AND CUFF WORK THAT IS
lines
which It belioves will ultimately
these
when
the
On
day
tigation.
don, W. A. Givens and A. T. Rogers,
desired results and the consoliC.
W.
bring
meet
men
to
were
Thompson,
UNEQUALLED.
Jr.
Mrs. White was born near London,
president of the company, thls offi- dated committees from the five slates
AT
cial failed to show up, though be had named will hold a meeting soon afEng., 56
ago. She had been a
over30
an agreement with the committee. ter the first of the year in Chicago,
for
resident of Las Vegas
The following day Uia.ommiitre at when some definite action will be takVc-Jayears and had a large number of
friends both in this oily and throughtempted again to meet him and Sir. en. Dos Moines (la ) Register and
tht-nLeader. Adv.
Thompson flatly refused to meet
out the state. She is e';rvived by two
r
daughters, J!rn, Charles Rogers
this city at'J Mrs. Howell Givcnti of
Tin (WAt-Mva'
EVERYBODY- - READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
.
bl7 VouUt Aft
Phone Main 61
Mr OSveni fltKl 1lPr ,um"
.
bin-'we li rr :n r.tMid tlm f wrttl.

The "Princess9'

Per Pound 30c

Monarch Brand

Fit For the Child

PR.EFER.ABLE TO MOST BUTTER.

Per Pound 25c

J.

anl-mal-

Ike Davis

- RW"

JOHNSEN
SON

The Cash Grocer

g

SB

This "Ad" Will Appear Bui TWICE
The DEAL Will Last Till February 1st.
Have You Tried Them? What?

Cream Loaf Flour and
Wright's Silver Cream Polish
Cream Loaf Flour is the

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Perfection of Modern

Mil-

Be Made
1 ling. Noihing Better Can

SILVER. CREAM POLISH
A Leader and Does the Work

48 lb. Sa.ck of Cream Loaf Flour

and a full
of the
for
Polish
the
Cream
Silver
of
Bottle
price
(25c)
Cash.
Flour $1.65
By buying before February 1st., you will save 15 Per Cent
A

size

WHY NOT?

-

J. H. STEARNS
OROCBR-

s

000

fape-cia-

'

J

p

Q

JF

fy
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
n, "jm G Oil O OiJ Ma""'

t

I

1

--

If it may be termed a scieace

The

Science of

Selling

Farms

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest usi the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

C0MM1T1EE

a

nun

For FERNDELL
and you get the

PHFNIMKE

Tlio Home ol lUc Best of Everything Eatable

If You Wtrvt Something Nice Try Our

PURE FRUIT BRAND OF JAMS
I

3Z

Kjltxoo urvo lor

oc

The Best Obtainable for the Money
Our Cash Sale On Lard Is Still
Buy Now as Lard Is Advancing
On-Bett- er

i

0

CO. STORE

NOT

AMS

-

was-"bea-

best.

complete line of

Preserves,
Jams
and Jellies

Las

s

Steam

--

BOUCHER'S

Laundry

TH'Xi-icr-

SUCCESSFUL

i

